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Abstract

The purpose of this research was to demonstrate the feasibility of

using laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) of boron oxide radicals in atmos-

pheric-pressure flames. Such a demonstration would provide a useful tool

with which to probe the detailed combustion chemistry of boron fuels.

The radical species sought were BO, and BO, both having spectra in the-

visible region of the spectrum. These two species are believed to play

critical roles in the boron combustion process.
.1?

A CH4 /air/0 2 flame was seeded with BC1 3 producing the green

emission characteristic of boron flames. Unfortunately, it also created

significant quantities of aerosols of solid boric acid from the reaction

of the BC1 3 with the water vapor in the building air used in the flame.

The burner was 1 cm in diameter and composed of approximately 60 capil-

lary tubes. The burner could be remotely translated in two directions

permitting investigation of different regions of the flame. -$j /',•

The flame was first probed using standard emission spectroscopy and

exhibited only spectra from B02 and CH. The CH spectra dominated every-

thing in its 0-0 band region, which also is the 0-0 band region of BO.

Next a tunable pulsed dye laser pumped by a Nd:YAG laser was used

to produce a beam of photons tuned to absorption bands of either BO2 or

BO. A strong LIF signal was generated from the pumping of both the R,

and R2 branches of the 0000-0000 transitions of the A-X system of BC2.

- * The effect was monitored b observing the 0000-i000 transition. This is

ix
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the first known demonstration of LIF of 802 at atmospheric pressure. No

LIF signal was observed from BO.

Certain regions of the flame exhibited strong Mie scattering due to

€.

the aerosols. These regions also showed preliminary evidence of resonant

Raman scattering although a thorough examination of this effect was not

made due to time limitations.

4 "
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APPLICATION OF LASER-INDUCED FLUORESCENCE IN AN

ATMOSPHERIC-PRESSURE BORON-SEEDED FLAME

I, Introduction

The combustion of boron in air has been a topic of periodic inter-

est for over three decades. The interest is motivated by a continuing

effort to achieve greater fuel performance for all kinds of combustion

engines including aircraft, rockets and automobiles. Combustion

researchers are looking beyond the derivatives of the well-known hydro-

carbons, such as gasoline and kerosene, to completely different species

such as aluminium, magnesium, and boron. The advantage being sought is a

greater energy density in terms of calories per gram and/or calories per

cubic centimeter. Theoretically, boron possesses advantages in both of

these categories as shown in Table I.

TABLE I

Comparison of Heating Values (1:294)

Gravimetric Heating Volumetric Heating
Fuel Value, cal/v. Value, cal/cc
JP- 5 10,150 8,230

Shelldyne-H 9,860 10,000
(CH2)n 10,400 9,600
Magnesium 5,910 10,300

Aluminium 7,420 20,000
Boron 13,800 32,200

Unfortunately, boron has not demonstrated its full potential in

actual practice. The reason stems from the fundamental difference

2 2



between the burning processes for boron and the hydrocarbons. In hydro-

carbon combustion, a volatile liquid fuel droplet vaporizes so that the

actual oxidation, i.e., burning, occurs between gaseous species. Such

gaseous reactions occur very rapidly which translates into compact com-

bustion chambers and relatively small engines. However, because of the

high melting and boiling temperatures of boron (approximately 2350 and

4150 *K, respectively (2)), boron oxidation reactions take place on the

surface of the particle with no appreciable bulk melting or vaporization

of the solid boron. Thus, the boron burning process is strongly depen-

dent on the particle surface area and the diffusion rates of the gaseous

oxidizer to the particle and the gaseous oxides away from the particle.

In addition, for maximum heat output the reaction chain must continue .-

until the final product is liquid B203 . The resultant problems of long

ignition times, incomplete combustion, and particle agglomeration dictate

longer combustion chambers and larger engines with their obvious undesir-

able impact on the overall system. These difficulties, as well as inter-

ference from alternate chemical reaction channels which reduce the heat

output, have prevented the dramatic performance gains sought and thus,

precluded the large-scale development of boron fuels. However, the

enormous potential of boron fuels justifies continued research into their

combustion chemistry.

One of the first modern systematic studies of boron combustion was

performed in the late 1950's by Talley (3). He used resistive heating of

small boron rods in various atmospheres and measured the decrease in the 7%

rod's size to determine the combustion rate.

In the same time frame, Kaskan and Millikan used spectroscopv to

inalvze flames of trimethyl-borate (4). Their results showed that the

2 F
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"fluctuation bands" of the boron flame, which extend from around 4500 A

to 6500 A and were well known to chemists for many years from photometry -f

experiments, are due to B02 not B203 as had previously been thought.

This result prompted them to propose B02 as an important reaction

intermediate. They also observed significant quantities of HB0 2 in their UP

infrared spectra. The formation of HBO 2 is the principal alternative

reaction channel in boron combustion and, being less exothermic than the

B20 3 channel, causes a reduction of approximately 25% in the heat -.

released (1:295).

Later, in the 1960's and early 1970's, Macek and Semple used pho-

tography to measure the burning rates of single boron particles dropped

into a flame (5). Results of this work indicated a two-stage combustion

process consisting of a slow ignition phase followed by a rapid burning

phase. They concluded that because boron, like aluminium, oxidizes on

the surface very readily, the first stage of combustion involved the

removal of the oxide coating of B20 3. The second stage was the burning

of the "clean" boron particle. By varying the gas mixture, they were S

able to show that the presence of water vapor could significantly lower

the required ignition temperature. In seeking better experimental con-

trol, Macek replaced the flame with a focused laser beam (6,7). This

permitted a more precise initiation point in time and space for the

burning process. However, the primary diagnostic tool continued to be

photography and the results were still only burning times. All of

Macek's tests were done with crystalline boron particles.

Similar work by Mohan and Williams showed an apparent difference in

burning rates for crystalline and amorphous particles (8). W hereas the

crystalline boron went through the relatively long two-stage process

3



described above, the amorphous particles burned much more rapidly, almost -"

• ,N

explosively. The difference in burning characteristics is attributed to

the belief that amorphous particles are really agglomerates of much

smaller, submicron particles. The amorphous structure being Vighly

non-uniform has a much greater surface area than the crystal so that it 'N

absorbs more laser radiation and oxidizes much more rapidly.

McLain and Evans used emission spectroscopy of simulated rocket

flames burning Hybaline B-3 (CNB2Be) in a hydrogen-oxygen gas mix to

identify major combustion species such as B02 , OH, C02 , H20 and HBO 2 (9).

They demonstrated a qualitative correlation between observed intensities

of spectral lines and theoretically predicted species concentrations. $

They did not see B2 03 in the infrared nor BO in the visible. In

addition, they chemically analyzed the condensed combustion products of

..

the flame and tentatively determined that a considerable amount of

hydrogen had been trapped in the solid either as water or as a stable

intermediate compound. The presence of hydrogen in the combustion prod-

ucts would reduce the specific impulse and the heat of reaction of the

fuel (9:48).

Morrison and Schellar performed similar spectroscopic measurements

on boron/JP-4 slurries (10). They were not able to observe the ultra-

violet region, but their results in the visible and infrared were similar

to those of McLain and Evans (9) with one notable exception. Morrison
00-.

and Schellar claim to see a BO peak around 3400 A, but only in the hot-

test part of the flame. If true, this peak would correspond to the 'V

(v' ,v")-(5,O) transistion of the A-X system of BO. Of further interest
,.

is the unlabeled peak near 4600 A, which might be the (v'.v")-(0,I) band

of the A-X system of BO. Their diagram is unclear as to whether this

% %
• ". ". . - -= --- • •" "." -• • .- • " . o'/ -"" °'" .'.,'. ,'e" "'# e "-.i" ',' e.'. -. ,:.., .,_',.. ,- .- _-... (S.' e, - ".,'-. '-N,,
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peak goes away in the lower temperature regions of the flame (10:96). It

is surprising that this paper is the only one found in the course of this

effort that indicates the presence of BO in a pure boron-seeded flame by

other than theoretical equilibrium calculations. Gaydon does claim that

BO is seen in flames of certain boron compounds such as diborane, B2H6 ,

and pentaborane, B5H9 (11:315).

Schadow (12) and Ormand (13) performed engineering studies of boron

cloud combustion. Schadow used boron powder entrained in H2/O2/N 2 or

CO/0 2 /N2 gas flows in a large area combustion tunnel. Ormand used a ,

smaller, constant area tube in which he entrained a boron dust cloud in

air. Ormand achieved steady-state burning under fairly stringent condi-

tions. Little spectroscopic or reaction rate data came from these

studies, but some information on gross combustion control was obtained.

King and Macek analyzed the condensed exhaust products from rocket

motor firings using boron-containing propellants (14). The condensed
-a

products were then burned in a controlled laboratory flame to examine

possible afterburning requirements. The results showed that the products

behave much as the original boron except the ignition times for the

products were significantly shorter. This data harkens back to that of

Mohan and Williams (8) indicating that the condensed products were

agglomerates possessing large surface areas. (Komar has recently updated

the old photographic techniques of Macek by using a two-dimensional CCD

* array to record the progress of particle combustion (15). The result is,

in effect, a high-speed digital movie of the burning process. This

technique will allow much more accurate determination of ignition times

as wCll as the changeover to clean particle burning.)

U. o .
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Miller examined the conversion of HB0 2 to B203 (16). Using mass

spectrometry of an expanding flow from a Hi/2/N 2 flame seeded with BCI 3 ,

he showed that HBO 2 and its higher order compounds were the dominant

reaction products. This is not unexpected with H20 being the primary

combustion product. While B20 3 was present, it was clear that once HBO 2

or its derivatives formed, the process of dehydration to B20 3 required

many steps. Thus, it appears that the best course to avoid the loss of

performance caused by HBO2 may be to prevent its formation rather than

trying to convert it to B203.

King wrote an extensive review paper on boron combustion wherein he

described both theoretical models and experiments (1). His paper and a

subsequent one by Glassman highlighted the lack of understanding of the

actual reaction chains (1:302, 17:69-71). Glassman contends that boron

oxidation starts with the formation of BO. The BO is then further oxid-

ized via two channels. In the presence of H20, a series of fast reac-

tions would dominate:

X + BO + OH -l HBO2 + M + 142. 8 kcal/mole (1)

HB02 + BO -4 HBO + B0 2 - 50.3 kcal/mole (2)

B02 + BO --* B203 + 130.0 kcal/mole (3)

M + HBO - BO + H + 1 - 73.0 kcal/mole (4)

.

The H radical then reacts with C) or iD to generate more OH.

-h ile the ov.erall reaction set would he tast. the endothermic reactions

'p]
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of Eqs. (2) and (4) would be slow relative to the other two reactions.

If H2 0 is not available, a much slower channel must be invoked:

BO + 02 --i BO2 + 0 + 4.1 kcal/mole (5)

-4

BO + B0 2 -- B2 03 + 130.0 kcal/mole (6)

(The exothermicities shown above are calculated from the JANAF Thermo-

chemical Tables (2) from the gaseous species' heats of formation at

2300 OK, i.e., near the melting point of boron.)
1*

Of these reactions, only the reaction rate for Eq (5) has been

measured. The most recent measurement by Oldenborg and Baughman shows a

rate of approximately 2.5 x 10-12 cm3/molecule-sec at 2000 °K (18:4).

Incidentally, Oldenborg and Baughman present evidence that this reaction

actually proceeds through another radical intermediate, B03 (18:4). Rate

constants are not available for the other reactions. What is not evident

in the equations above is the fact that HBO2 is a relatively stable

species such that the first reaction chain usually stops after Eq (1).

Further, to obtain maximum benefit from the formation of the B20 3 , it

must be allowed to condense to the liquid state thereby releasing another

86.4 kcal/mole in the second reaction chain. Thus, the heat released by

Eq (1) is only about 65% of that of the second reaction chain. Herein

lies one of the reasons boron combustion performance has not met expec-

tations. Unfortunately, the requirement to eliminate water vapor so as

to avoid the formation of HBO 2 is extremely difficult to realize.

Either of these reaction chains requires significant concentrations

of BO and B02 as intermediates. Glassman's primarv justification for
. %.
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these processes is by analogy with carbon oxidation. His hypothesis is

-' supported at least qualitatively by the earlier experiments of Macek and

Semple and their observations that water vapor lowered the required

ignition temperature (5).

King has developed a model of boron combustion that encompasses

both the ignition and clean burning phases and permits parametric analy-

sis of the effects of pressure, temperature, particle size, and gas

composition (1). The model can illustrate where the combustion is con-

trolled by diffusion of reactants or by the kinetic rates of the reac-

tions. As discussed above, there are two phases of the combustion pro-

cess. During the ignition phase, the particle is heated by the surround-

ing gas and the oxide coating of the particle is gradually removed by

melting and/or reaction with the water vapor in the gas, if any. Compet-

ing with the oxide coating remo.,al is the reaction of the inner boron

particle with the available oxygen to form more oxide. (There is dis-

agreement over whether the oxygen diffuses to the boron through the oxide

layer or the boron diffuses to the surface (17:63-67)). In order to

maintain combustion during this phase, the temperature of the particle

must be high enough so that the oxide vapor pressure at the surface is

greater than that in the ambient gas. The diffusion of the gaseous oxide "5

away from the surface tends to equalize the pressures and thus smother

the reaction. King's model predicts that for an oxygen mole fraction of

20%, one atmosphere pressure. and no water vapor, the minimum temperature .

to avoid extinguishment is about 500'K for 10 micron particles and 1100K ."

for 5 micron particles. This trend of increasing temperature required

with decreasing particle size arises from the fact that the smaller tht-

S-particle, the faster the diffusion, such that the small particles are

5,

8I
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actually kinetics rate limited. The model also illustrates that the -.

presence of water vapor dramatically lowers the temperature required to

maintain combustion, while the presence of P20 3 gas raises it. These

effects are expected from the previous discussions. At higher pressures,

diffusion of the oxide away from the surface is retarded and more oxide h

is produced such that the minimum temperature increases and the process

becomes diffusion limited. "-

Continued heating of the particle will eventually cause the oxide

layer to evaporate away sufficiently fast that the reactions begin taking

.5 %

place at the surface of the "clean" boron. For the small particles, 10 p

microns and less, the combustion is kinetics-driven also. As pressure
I

increases such that more oxidant is available, the particle burn-time V..

decreases eventually leveling out at pressures above 4 atmospheres. For

larger particles, the burn time initially decreases with pressure but it

reaches a minimum and then increases due to increased diffusion resis-

tence.
" .

Faeth has recently summarized the state of boron combustion (19).

Among his recommendations for further investigation was work on the B-O-H

chemistry. The crux of such an investigation is the development of

diagnostics to measure the concentrations of relevant species. Some
I

would argue that "simple" binary reactions should be studied first. Such

an approach is certainly worthwhile, however, numerous such studies

already exist (20,21,22,23,24). In most of these experiments, 3n atomic

beam of boron is generated by heating solid boron in a crucible. The

atomic beam then intersects a flow of the other reactant, such as ,

H2 0, SO2 , N2 0, etc. and the resulting fluorescence is exami5ned.

Alternatively, Llewellvn, et al, reacted BCI ith O1 that h d en

.1. y
9' .
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passed through a microwave discharge to create BO and which was then

combined with 02 to create B02 (20). It is interesting to note that

there appear to be no such studies of BO or B02 reacting with either H2  %

or H.

An alternative or supplementary approach for analyzing the B-0-H

chemistrv is to examine boron reactions within the flame itself. Much

progress over the last decade or so has been made in developing diagnos-

tics, particularly non-intrusive, yet in-situ optical techniques, to

examine hydrocarbon flames. These studies are now progressing beyond the

small, well-controlled laboratory flames to full-sized combustion cham-

bers and engines. However, it appears that very little of this capabil-

try has been applied to boron combustion. This study will begin to fill

this void bv applying one of these techniques, laser-induced fluores-

cence. to an atmospheric-pressure boron-seeded flame.

The next chapter discusses the theoretical background of laser-

induced fluorescence as well as some of The practical considerations of

apply;ing this diagnostic to BO and BO2 in an atmospheric-pressure flame.

Chapter III details the e:.'perimental equipment, approach, and procedures

employed. The next section discusses the results of applying standard

emission spectroscopy to identify important species and possible transi-

tions to be used later. The results obtairned using laser-induced fluor-
'p•

escence are presented in Chapter V. Finally, Chapter VI contains a brief

summary of results and conclusions along with some recommendations for

follow-on t tforts.

-.. • ... . . . . .
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I I. Description, Theory and Considerations of

Laser-Induced Fluorescence

Laser-Induced Fluorescence: A Description

As discussed in the Overview above, BO and B02 are important

reaction intermediates in the combustion of boron. To date, analysis of

P
boron-seeded flames has been limited to survey emission spectroscopy and

photographic records of boron particle burn times. The actual flame

chemistry is still poorly defined. However, recent demonstrations of

such laser spectroscopic techniques as laser-induced fluorescence (LIF)

both in atmospheric-pressure hydrocarbon flames and on BO and BOo in

low-pressure reactive flows have set the stage for unlocking the secrets

of the boron flame.

With the advent of tunable dye lasers, a whole host of diagnostic

techniques have been devised to perform in-situ measurements of such

flime characteristics as species number density, temperature, velocity.

flow field visualization, and more. This area is continually expanding

with new ideas and refinements of existing methods. Schreiber, et al

-'5 a:.d Crosler (26) have compiled excellent reviews of the primary

methods in use while Harvey (27) discusses some of the newest innova-

tions.

One of the earliest techniques to be applied was LIF. Conceptually

s traight-torward. LIF involves using a laser to excite a specific transi-

tion in an atom or molecule and then observing the resulting fluorescence

as the species relaxes back to its ground state or some other lower

I 1rrW" state. The strength of the fluorescence si nil can he re 1.ttd to

..
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* .the laser pump power to yield a measurement of the number density of the

particular species of interest. A generic energy level schematic of this

process is shown in Figure 1.

There are basically two modes of operation: resonant LIF and

non-resonant LIF. In resonant LIF, the transition observed is the same -

as the transition pumped. In order to avoid scattered light from the

- laser, this mode requires either a gatable detector that is turned on

just after the pump beam passes through the sample, or a fast digitizer

to record the temporal decay of the fluorescence signal, which is usually

longer than the laser pulsewidth. With the digitized output, one can

discard that portion of the signal due to the laser beam and only analyze

the portion due to the fluorescence. In non-resonant LIF, the transition

observed is one other than the pump transition, but, usually, still

having the same upper state. Laser scatter is not a problem in this mode

since the desired signal is in a different spectral region.

LIF possesses mar; advantages over standard absorption or emission

spectroscopv. First, the narrow linewidths available with current dye

lasers permit selective excitation of specific transitions thus making

* the technique species specific and, in fact, energy state specific.

Second, the ability to focus the laser beam very tightly provides excel-

lent spatial resolution. Third, pulsed or mode-locked lasers with

pulsewidths of close to ten nanoseconds or picoseconds respectively, hold

the potential for tremendous temporal resolution. However, in most

cases, the signal must be integrated over a number of shots to achieve

reasonable signal-to-noise ratios. Fourth, since the resulting fluores-

cence is emitted isotropicall'; the detection -vstem can be positioned out

of the laser heam path. (Iost s','stems have the spectrometer perpendicular

-" ." . 5 - - -S... .
5 5
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to the beam path.) Thus, unlike methods such as laser absorption, where

one looks for a small change in a large signal, LIF produces a signal

against a constant or nonexistent background depending on if the chosen

transition for observation is already emitting in the flame. All of

these advantages have contributed to demonstrated sensitivities in the

parts-per-million range. This high sensitivity is ideal for minority

species detection.

Unfortunately, the technique encounters limitations in high pres-

sure environments where the collision frequency among the flame constitu-

ents approaches the spontaneous emission rate. Such conditions result in

the loss of a significant number of excited states by the collisional

transfer of their energy to other states of the same species or to other

species altogether. This collisional quenching seriously degrades and

complicates the fluorescence signal. Nevertheless, LIF has been demon-

strated in atmospheric pressure flames for a variety of species (26:12).

Theory of Laser-Induced Fluorescence

Daily has discussed the theory of LIF in a review article (29).

Consider a simple two-level system where N1 is the number density of

atoms or molecules in the lower level and N2 is that in the excited

level. Figure 2 illustrates the five processes occurring in LIF: absorp- .

tion of the pump laser beam represented by the Einstein coefficient B1 2.

spontaneous emission of light, i.e.. the desired fluorescence signal,

represented by the Einstein coefficient A21 , collisional quenching, Q 2 1,

which includes redistribution of energy within the same atom or molecule, .0

collisional excitation represented by Q 1 2, and stimulated emission

represented by the Einstein coefficient B)I . Following Daily's

I '+
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* derivation (29:63-65), one can write the rate equation for the change in

* the number density in the excited state as:

d-N2/dt (Qi2 + B12: ,)N1  (Q2 1 + A2 1 + B2 1 2 N (7)

w here o is the spectral energy density of the laser beam. In addition,
V

*for this idealized two-level system the total number (NT) of atoms or

molecules is:

NT =N 1 + N) (8)

These equations can be solved in steady; state making use of

detailed balance such that glB 12  g 2B21 (where g, and g2 are the 4

degeneracies of the respective levels):

N2  0 (1 2 + B 1 2 : ,) NT/(Ql2 + Q21 A21 +(B12 + B21>?) (9)

Since N1 is usuall;. much 7reater Than N? and since collisional

excit ation is usuallv much less than qjuenching Eq (9) can be simplified

Ni (B12-Q 1 + Ail + kB1 2 B+ ) ;,; '-T (Q

A saturation energy densitv .-S can be defined at which the

* .ransition rates of the stimulated processes (absorption arid stimulated

- ,-miss ,ion) are nua "-,te sum of the rates for ,he other processes:



PV5 (Q12 + Q21 + A21 )/(B12 +~l U

* This leads to a simple expression:

-N2- NT M( l + ( 1 / 2 ))Ps+~) (12)
V)

'inh ths caefinlto, pp power Eqd (1) reduce to:bndtyed

N 2= T (( (g1/A1 /g2))
5) (13)

a-C

The fhsluorescne yilrpeet the fraction oftcadi the tenvoa

bhe dbeined a tin

Y= 1 ( 2  2 )(4

Wih hi dfiiio, qs(1) n (3)ca b cmind o ied



I
Upon substitution of Eq (15) into Eq (16), an expression is

* f. "obtained that relates the number density of the particular species -o the

fluorescence power:

" PF - h\ B2 cVcYO NT/(47) (17 '4-

For the case of high pump powers an interesting situation arises.

If the laser power is great enough, i.e., >> S, the Bij2 terms
V V i

dominate in Eq (7) such that its steady state solution becomes:

N2 ) (B12/B21)NI 8.-

or:

= (g2!g1)N1  (9

This result means that the number densities in the two states will

have a known ratio if the system is in a state of complete saturation.

This effect is called saturated LIF. This condition leads to a simplifi-

cation of Eq (12):

N2 = NT/(l + g 1 /g 2 ) (20)

The potential advantage of using saturated LIF is that the effects

of quenching are essentially removed b' the large pumping rates. Since
* quenching rates are :ery hard to obtain, the elimination of this ,nkno.,

• " 18
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would greatly simplify the data analysis. Daily states that while the

theory is straight-forward for atomic species, it becomes complicated for

molecules because of the much greater number and density of energy levels

to which the pump energy can be lost (29:65-71). Thus, for molecules,

much greater laser powers are required for saturation to take place.

This need might still be met however, by pulsed dye lasers. Bonczyk

discusses such considerations as uniform beam intensity, rotational-

vibrational state equilibration rates and other possible interferences

that affect saturated LIF measurements (30).

LIF Considerations for BO) and BO

The first requircment for ipplying LIF is that the spectrum of the

desired species be known. The spectrum of BO0 was seen for many years

though it was thought to be that of B203. Indeed. Dean and Thompson,

among others, performed flame photometric tests on boron and boron

compounds as photometry grew in popularity in the 1950's (38), As

alreadv noted, the discovery bv Kaskan and Millikan that the green

emission was from Be2 actually resulted from flame studies of trimethvl

borate (4). Johns then obtained a high resolution absorption spectrum of

BO2 using flash photolvsis of BC13 and 02 (39). Snowden obtained a high

resolution emission spectrum of BO2 by passing the vapor from a heated

mixture of KBF4 and B203 through a microwave discharge (40). His results

confirmed and extended those of Johns.

Russell, et al., used an argon ion laser to explore several

" vibronic transitins that are resonant with the 5145 A and 480 A laser

lines (41). Fried and Mathews took the next step using a pulsed tunable

-.-dye laser to examine man; transitions in the A sstem .4). These ;I
S,42) The

FU
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two efforts created B02 in low pressure reactions similar to Mulliken,

* -~ but they stand as the first real demonstrations of LIF of B02. Their

results primarily yielded additional transitions not seen by Johns as ,

well as various spectroscopic parameters. Huie, et al., used LIF to

measure the lifetime of some of the low lying excited states of BO (43).
I

In 1980, Clyne and Heaven demonstrated LIF of BO as well as B02, though

still only at a total pressure of a few torr (44). Recently, Hodgson

used LIF under similar conditions to more thoroughly examine the life-

times of various B02 states (45). Oldenborg has devised an elegant

experiment wherein he photolyzes BC1 3 to produce an instantaneous source

of gaseous boron atoms (18). He then allows the boron atoms to react

with a few torr of 02 in an inert buffer gas of tens of torr using LIF to

monitor the concentration of the boron atoms as well as the BO and BOo"

molecules. This technique allows the measurement of the reaction rates K

for some of the processes discussed above and provides a temporal profile

of the species concentrations.

The spectrum of BO was analyzed as far back as 1925 bv Mulliken

(31) and 1932 by Jenkins and McKellar (32). The spectra for these

studies came from mixing active N2 with BC1 3 at very low pressure. The

02 was not intentionally supplied and probably came from leaky vacuum

systems. Various bands have been rotationallv analyzed (33, 34.35 and

Franck-Condon factors have been calculated with a Morse potential (36)

and using the RKR method (37). Thus, the BO spectrum is reasonably well

in hand.

Thus, the groundwork is laid for the proposed study. Clearly.

because B02 is easily s~en in boron-containing flames, LIF of it should

S)e possible. However, BO emissinn is rarelv seen in a tr i:re as no',,d

.? 0.
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above. Therefore, the possibility of observing BO in LIF in an atmos-

pheric-pressure flame remains questionable. The results of Clvne and

p

Heaven are not definitive with regard to this matter. In their quenching

rate measurements of BO b; N2 , they saw no significant effect and thus

bounded the rate at less than 2 x 10-II cm3 molecule-Isec-l (44:306).

Still, their range of pressure variation was only 0.3-1.15 torr, whereas

the proposed tests will be performed at 760 torr. It is hard to believe

that their quoted quenching rate will remain linear over almost three
p

orders of magnitude. Such an extrapolation leads to a quenching rate of

4 x 108 sec- I at 760 torr. The quenching rate of BO by 02 has been

measured to be 1-2 x 10- 10 cm3 molecule-'sec -1 or about 3-6 x 109 sec "1 at

760 torr, which is a factor of ten larger than the BO quenching rate

(45:1446,1448). One must be careful in comparing the two quenching rates

noting that the results are for different excited molecules as well as

different quenching molecules. Thus, the collisional interaction physics

for the BO2 quenching is likely to be very different from that for BO.

However, if one accepts the proposed reaction channels of Glassman (17) 1 :e
I

and even King (1), BO is a precursor of B02 So if 302 is present, as -

it surely is, then BO must also be present to some degree.

Before proceeding further, a rough calculation using Eq (17) should
I

indicate if sufficient signal will be available to make the investigation

worthwhile. Consider B02 and take as values a pump wavelength of 5470 ,

a lifetime of about 100 nsec, which yields an A coefficient of 10' sec -i

which can be related to the B coefficient hv:

1..*B12 A I  (,3' -h) for Fl = 21-2

%"
- -I
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The apparatus parameters, to be discussed in more detail in the

next chapter, are a collection lens radius of 3.75 cm and set a distance

from the flame of about 34 cm, laser beam radius of 0.2 cm, projected

slit width of 0.013 cm, laser bandwidth of about 0.2 cm- or 6 GHz, laser

energy of about 5 mJ with a pulsewidth of 10 nsec for a laser power of

5x10 5 W. Daily estimates that for heavily quenched molecules Y is near

505  (29:71).

Further Daily relates the laser power to its spectral energy

density by:

= PL/(Abc vs) (22) %I

where PL is the laser power, Ab is the cross-sectional area of the laser

beam, and i is the laser bandwidth in sec -I (29:71) Now assuming the

B02 density is one part per million (1013 cm -3 at atmospheric pressure),

then Eq (17) yields a fluorescence power of about 1 mw, which corresponds -.

to about 3.5xlO1 5 photons/sec. For reasonable values of optical

efficiencv of the spectrometer/detector of 30% and detector quantum

efficiency of about 10%, and an integration time of ten molecular life-

times or 1 microsecond, the number of counts expected per pulse is lx10 8 .

This signal should be observable. The greatest unknown in this calcula-

tion is the quenching rate. Before absolute quantitative results are

obtained with LIF, more quenching rate measurements are required.

22
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Iii. E::perirental Plan and q', mv-nt

Ob iec t ives

Three principal objectives were sought during this effort. The

first was to apply emission spectroscopy in the visible spectrum to a

small, controlled laboratory flame seeded with boron trichloride, BC1 3 .

Particular emphasis was placed on identifying the emission of B0 2 and

BO. The second objective was to demonstrate LIF or other laser spectros- :%

copic techniques on boron compounds, principallv B0 2 and BO, in an

atmospheric-pressure flame. Finally, an attempt was made to construct

two-dimensional relative fluorescence map of BO in the flame as a

function of flame parameters using LIF or other techniques.

Approach

The project proceeded through three phases. The first phase

consisted of examining the emission spectrum from a CH 4/air/O 2 flame

seeded with BCI 3. The purpose of this phase was to allow familiarization

with the flame control and data collection svstems. More importantly,

this phase identified the spectral bands or lines used for later LIF

measurements. The use of BC1 3 rather than solid boron particles at this

point was driven by the desire for a uniform distribution of the boron in

the flame. BC1 3 is a gas at room temperature and atmospheric pressire

and therefore mixed relativelv easily with the fuel-oxidizer gases.

Wvith the emission spectrum was characterized, the demonstration of

LIF in a BC1 3 -seeded flamewas performed. The BC1 3 was still used for

uniform mixing. Based on the spectroscopic observations of Phase I and

2 3°.
o
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those of other researchers dizrcussed in Chapters I and II abov.e, some

possible MEF transitions were examined.

'he strongest bands normally observed from B0 2 arat56 an

4'5470 A ,;wich comprise the v'-v"=00 00-0000 transition in the A .1 U_
44 g

system. (Note that transitions will be labeled with the upper state, v,

listed first and the lower state, v", listed second as in common spec-

troscopic practice.) The splitting of the transition into two sub-bands

results from the spin-orbit coupling of the electrons. The advantage of

pumping this transition would be that the lower state is in fact the

molecule's ground state, which would have the maximum population avail-

able for excitation. However, because it is the strongest band in the

emission spectra, observation of the induced fluorescence from this same -

.P transition, i.e., resonant LIF, may involve looking for a small perturba-

tion on a large background of ,hemiluminescerce from the flame. There-
fore, observation of the tr,irs~tion W0)0 -0 1KD at51 QoO7( A ~.

non-resonant LIF, may be helpful since these are less intense chemilumni-

nescent_ hands and the scatter from -,le lase r heim % ould also be a,-oided,

* Llewe~lxnet7 al ., used a similar schemev to -oio he Bal production

0 0
t4t E n a fast-flow ra ctor 2o: 506) xiigte5W r55

Iad mih be accomplish-ed using the 5320 Afrequenicv-doub led output of

id :..C lser t-o pimp a Fluore-sce in --48 d.-e. Unfortunate 1-, the des ired

W-.a.e engt;h is on the verv short w.,avelcngth end ofte tuning7 curve of ,te

WIe such tht*he output power mig;ht he'o' low. Another sch-eme -.gould

.e -o pump a Ko,-nvarin 500 d.'e i t a tripled- 'r--j4'Inc,: %d:YA..; iusea

r~: . oer, generati ng te 350 Ak rad1*ation xiS %-erV kit tc Ult W it

'e.ai Ial Jiit t-U ipMent- and the Gurin bS I'E, tirl s Vhort 1 iv.ed

d.frequent t imre-osri' Ix ihnt E S
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I mnversely, one could pump the 5790 A or 5813 A band of the

' •0000-1000 transition already mentioned above. This transition's

inherently weaker emission intensity may permit resonant detection of the

same transition. if not, observation of the 6170 A or 6202 1 lines in

the 0000-2000 transition may be necessary. The distinct advantage of the

5790 A and 5813 A bands is the ability to excite them using stable

0

Rhodamine dyes pumped with the easily obtained 5320 A doubled-frequency

Nd:YAG pulse.

LIF of BO should prove more difficult. Thile the A2 ni-X2E+ system

of BO runs from 3100 A to 8500 A, the strongest transitions are in the

4000-5000 A range. For example, the v'-v"=O-0 transition is at 4250 A.

Exciting this transition would require a tripled-frequency Nd:YAG pulse

-. pumping a Stilbene 420 dye, which is even shorter-lived than the Coumar-

*- . ins. Moving out to longer wavelengths, the 0-i band is near 4600 A and

the 0-2 band is around 5000 A. Either of these would still require the

ripled Nd:YAG pulse (though Coumarin dyes would be used). Finally, the

0-3 band is around 5'00 A. which would allow use of the Rhodamine dyes

and the doubled Nd:YAG. Coincidentally, the 0-3 transition has the

highest Franck-Condon factor of any of those in the A-X system (44:1049).

* This is obviously a plus, in addition to the fact that observation of the

fluorescence could be made at the shorter wavelengths noted above, thus

avoiding the pump beam scattering background. The big question is how

many 3O molecules are in the v"-3 vibrational level of the ground elec-

tronic state and available for pumping. A simple Boltzmann analysis

assuming the vibrational states are in equilibrium with the flame temper-

ature of about 2000 0 K predicts that only about 2% of the population is in

.h he -,,"3 leve" However, because the vibrational states may not he in

U,,
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equilibrium, there is a possibility that the v"-3 level will be more

populated. The other advantage of the 0-3 band of BO is that it lies in

a window in the B02 spectrum so that spectral overlap more easily

a, avoided.

If shorter wavelength transitions must be used, an interesting

possibility arises. The 1-1 transition of BO has band heads at 4339.6,

4342, 4363.4 and 4365.9 1. The 0002-0000 transition of B02 has assigned

band heads at 4340.5, 4314.2 and 4349 A. Thus, if one excites at 4340 A-

and observes at the other bandheads, one may be able to simultaneously

observe BO and B02 using a single laser. Clyne and Heaven did observe

BO2 using the 4340 A excitation, but not BO (44). The reason is that in

their experimental arrangement they used different gas mixtures and

- pressures to produce either BO or B02. They never detected both species

together (44:301). Llewellyn, et al., did observe both species in the

same flow, but used different excitation wavelengths for each

molecule (20). It must also be noted that use of the 4340 -A wavelength

for excitation could generate significant interference from the spectrum

of CH and thereby preclude this scheme (46,47). "hile the experimental

difficulties of such a simultaneous observation would be great and

" questions about the relative quenching rates, etc. would exist, the

possibility of monitoring both species at the same point in space and *-a

time might be worth the effort.

With the demonstration of LIF. Phase III was i:iitiated to produce A

t-.o-dimensional map of fluorescence intensitv in the flame by precision .

9.

translation of the flame vertically and horizontallv. Thus, the exciza-

lion and observation vo-i; ,s were fixed in the lihoratory r,-erence fra-7(u

-,-1 the flame moved so that cifferent rt- <s of it were sapd F,- om.

A %, ,
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the theory developed in Chapter II, one can roughly equate the fluores-

cence profile to a species number density profile. Clearly any detailed

quantitative analysis of such measurements must somehow account for

differences in excitation and quenching rates. Such a map may yield some

insight into the reaction channels of boron combustion. Further, if a

similar map could also be made of the local flame temperature, two of the

three critical quantities needed for a combustion model would be in hand.

(The other quantity necessary for a complete model is the velocity of the

molecules.)

Unfortunately, temperature measurements by optical means in our

laboratory pose significant experimental difficulties. On the one hand,

one might suppose that the rotational states of a molecule would equili-

brate rapidly such that if one could measure the relative intensity of

several rotational lines, one might be able to back out the temperature

via Boltzmann statistics. However, Crosley has shown that the rotational

and vibrational state population distributions may be considerably non-

Boltzmann even at high pressure with many collisions (48). The primary

reason f-r this is that the quenching rate and rate of energy transfer

between states of the same molecule are often very state-specific. Thus.

unless detailed information is known about these rates for the states

involved, significant errors can result from such a calculation. The

onlv quenching rates that exist for BO and B02 are from Huie, et al.,

(43). Clvne and Heaven (44), and Hodgson (45) and these only cover a few

s;ates aind a f quenching species.

.o someiat offset the lack of detailed temperature measurements,

Spedction' of idiabatic tiame temperatures '.vere made. Using the chemi-

C n - i iibriunm code develop-ed by Cordon and >cBride. calculatio .s

S. 4'
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yielding flame temperature and overall species concentrations were made

based on known experimental parameters such as fuel (CH4 ), oxidizer (air

and 02), and seedant (BC1 3 ) flow rates (49). A brief description of the 4,.

code can be found in Appendix B. Correlation of the predicted relative

concentrations and the observed fluorescence intensities might provide

insight as to where in the flame equilibrium conditions were approached.

Of course, such correlations must be viewed critically because of the -
P4,

associated inherent assumptions about equal quenching rates and other
.4

loss and energy-branching processes. .

.,

_Euipment Description

Figure 3 is a schematic showing the experimental layout and elec-

tronic connections.

.4

Burner and Gas Supply Subsystem. The burner was supplied by Mr. S.

Kizirnis of the Aero Propulsion Laboratory. it consisted of a central

bundle of sixty-one I mm diameter stainless steel capillary tubes brazed
'4

together to form a core approximately 1 cm in diameter. Surrounding the

core is a brass annulus approximately 6.3 cm in diameter with approxi-

matelv 120 2 mm holes in the top surface. The premixed flame reactan-

ts flow through the core bundle and support the flame. Though rarely

used, a shroud flow of non-reacting gas such Ar or N 2 through the outer

annulus could be used to isolate the flame from the laboratory air and

its associated turbulence.

A cylindrical chamber 4.5 cm in diameter by 2 cm high which

threaded into the base of the burner served to premix the gases. The CH,,,

and the air/0 2 were brought in through two tubes positioned tangentially

to the chamber and in opposing directions. This provided a swirling of

.
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the gases necessary for good mixing. The BC1 3 entered through a tube

directed radially into the chamber.

Methane (CHi), Matheson CP-grade, was the fuel. The oxidizers were

air, obtained from the building supply, and oxygen (0)), Matheson Zero

Gas-grade. Methane-oxygen flames have high temperatures, over 2000 0 K,
I

which are desirable for boron combustion, but their resulting high flame

speeds make them difficult to control. The air was used to reduce the

flame speed so that the flame would remain on top of the burner and not
I

propagate back into the mixing chamber and feed lines. This increase in

control required a sacrifice in the flame temperature. The BCI 3 was

purchased from Matheson also and came as a liquid under pressure in a I'
I

size-3L gas cylinder. No special processing was done on the BCI3 . Its

vapor pressure at room temperature, which is approximately 4 psig, was

used to flow the gas through the system. The gases were controlled

through Matheson rotameters so that input species concentrations were

known.

The flame had a narrow regime in which it was stable. i.e., well-

formed and not fluctuating or bouncing due to its own turbulence.

Typically, the methane and air were first ignited and their flow rates

adjusted to produce a stable blue flame with no yellow coloring apparent.

Yellow emission in these flames indicates soot formation from incomplete

combustion of carbon. The height of the flame was adjusted via the gas

flow to be approximately five to seven centimeters tall. Next, the

oxygen was added with its flow determined by the formation of an inner

flame cone approximately one-half to one-third the height of the overall

fl me. The addition of oxygen was fairly sensitive and required care to
I

prevEnt the inner cone from propagatini back do,'n the capillarv bundle.

X0 .p"

"I.-
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A particularly annoying problem with this arrangement was the

formation of a white crystalline powder from the reaction of the BC1 3

- with the other gases. The powder would clog the BCL 3 rotameter necessi- :.r

tating the installation of a helium purge system to try to clear the BC1 3  '"

line prior to opening the BC1 3 source. Further, this powder would clog

the input ends of the burner capillaries after 20 to 30 minutes of

operation depending on the BCI 3 flowrate. This occurred even when the

flame was present. Fortunately, the powder was soluble in water and

could easily be removed by simple soaking or by use of a heated ultra-

sonic cleaner filled with distilled water. The identification of the

powder and its impact on the experimental results are discussed in

Chapter V.

The burner and mixing chamber assembly was cantilevered from a

motorized Unislide Model B2500 translation stage oriented vertically.

This stage was itself mounted on a second identical stage oriented to

travel parallel to the laser beam path. This arrangement permitted

precision movement (resolution of 5 microns) of the cross section of the

flame facing the detection system. Movement of the sample volume along

the third direction (perpendicular to the laser and along the detection

optics path) was achieved by translation of the laser beam with turning

mirrors. The translation stages were controlled with a Unislide Model

8202MI Stepping Motor Controller and monitored with a Hewlett-Packard

Model 5280A Reversible Counter.

Excitation Subsystem: The Lasers. A Quantel Model YG4'l 'd:YAG

Laser was used to pump a Lambda Phvsik Model FL3002E Dye Laser which

provided the excitation for the LIF. The Nd:YAG laser was 0-switched

; , with i pulse width of approximately 10 nsec and a maximum repet it ion rAt
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of 10 Hz, though it was usually operated at 5 Hz. The Nd:YAG laser beam,

" in the infrared at a wavelength of 1.064 microns, was frequency-doubled

to yield a beam at approximately 5320 A. Because of pumping constraints

in the dye laser, the maximum pulse energy used in the frequency-doubled

Nd:YAG laser beam was limited to about 120 mJ, which was obtained with

flashlamp voltages of approximately 1.62 kV. This was well below the

flashlamps' maximum operating voltage of 1.8 kV. The Nd:YAG laser system

generated a considerable amount of electrical noise from both the flash-

lamps and the Q-switch driver circuit that created significant problems

% for the detection electronics.

The dye laser was operated with Fluorescein 548 dye from

Exciton, Inc. Lasing was achieved over a range from 5450 A to 5650 A

with pulse energies ranging from 1 to 10 mJ. The laser linewidth at

5460 A is specified in the operations manual as approximately 0.05 A

without the use of an intracavity etalon. This could not be verified

because the detection system resolution was only about 1.1 A. However,

using 50 micron slits on the spectrometer, the Rayleigh scattering peak

of the laser in air showed a width of less than 2 A in full-width-at-

half-maximum (FLM). An optogalvanic measurement of the linewidth using

an argon hollow cathode lamp failed because of noise interference from

the N'd:YAG laser system. The dye laser is quite easy to use having its

own programmable microprocessor control, communications capability with

other devices, and simple alignment and dye cell exchange procedures.

This dye laser was designed primarily for use with excimer pump

lasers whose wavelengths are well into the ultraviolet. An unfortunate

characteristic of this system that seems to result from using a frequen-

. cy-doubled Nd:YAG laser pump is the appeartince of a broad secondary

P



fluorescence peak approximately 100 A to the red side of the laser line.

This peak is only significant when working in the wings of the dye tunin_

curve where it could cause additional complication of the LIF spectrum.

No method currently exists to easily eliminate this peak. The user must

simply avoid working in the dye wings or where this peak may excite

unwanted transitions.
'"

The beam was slightly focussed by an f/3 lens to produce a roughly 5'

5'

circular cross section with a diameter of about 4 mm at the flame. At %'

5 mJ pulse energies, this yields a power density of nearly 4 M'./cm 2 .

Detection Subsystem. The detection system centered around an

optical multichannel analyzer (PAR Model 1460 OMA III). The OMA III is

an extremely powerful data collection and analysis system based on its
S.

own microprocessor. The operating system software provides a variety of

data acquisition modes via different permutations of triggering, scan

rates, integration times, background subtraction and source compensation.

The software also supplies almost all the necessary calculation and data

diaplay options one could use including data storage on floppy disks,

plotting on its own CRT and an external plotter, hard copy pLintout,

curve area calculations, and communication facilities with other comput-

ers or computer-controllable devices. W'ith its capacity to be programmed-

in BASIC so that all of these capabilities could be employed with a

relatively simple code, the OMA III was used to control all data acquisi-

tion and analysis and dye laser control. In the latter case, the O.MA%'s

PIA port was used to send TTL pulses to the dye laser's control port

allowing software control of the scanning of the laser.

For the emission spectroscopy, the spectral dispersion was per-

-1- *formed by a 0.5 m spectrometer (Jarrell-Ash Model 82-020) with a grating

i3
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having 1180 lines/mm. A silicon photodiode detector (PAR Model 1454)

having an intensified linear array of 512 diodes detected the optical

signals. Resolution of this arrangement was approximately 1.6 A for 25

micron slits. The flame emission was collected with an F/2 lens, which

was considerably faster than the spectrometer. The system was spectrally
I

calibrated using Jarrell-Ash Hollow Cathode Lamps with atomic lines in

the region of interest. The data acquisition consisted of establishing a

stable flame without the BC1 3 positioned so that the region just above
I

the inner flame cone was focussed on the center of the slits. This

emission was accumulated for a set period and then scored as background.

Next, the BC1 3 was introduced into the flame and this emission was

accumulated for the same period. The first file was then subtracted from

the second by the OMA yielding the net emission due to the addition of

the BCl3 . The slit width and integration periods varied depending on the

strength of the emission in different spectral regions. The goal was to

use the narrowest slits possible to obtain the best resolution while

still retaining a good signal-to-noise ratio.

The LIE experiments used the same collection lens which directed

the fluorescence photons into a 0.64 m spectrometer (Instruments SA, Inc.

Model HR-640) with a 1200 g/mm grating. A PAR Model 1420R-512-G Solid

State Detector replaced the Model 1454. This configuration had an

improved resolution with 25 micron slits of about 1.1 A. This Model 1420

detector also had 512 diodes but used a microchannel plate to intensify

the signal. By switching the bias voltage between the photocathode and

the microchannel plate, the detector could be gated. Gating was con- -

trolled by the OMA III via a pulse amplifier (PAR Model 1303) driving a

second pulse amplifier (PAR 13odel 104). The formor has programmable

"N ee/
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delays and gate widths set by the operator through the OMA III software
'%

.A..
and puts out a TTL-level gate pulse. The 1304 maintains the bias between

p

the photocathode and the microchannel plate at +200 V keeping the gate

closed and the detector "off" until it receives the gate pulse from the
,J,

1303 whereupon the bias is driven to 0 V for the duration of the pulse. -%

The advantage of gating the detector for this experiment is that it y

reduces the amount of flame chemiluminescence that acts as a background

signal and must be eliminated by later signal processing. Of course even

when the gate is closed, the detector still collects "dark" counts from

thermal electrons in the detector. However, the "dark" count is reduced

significantly by cooling the detector to approximately -300C with its own
p

thermoelectric cooler aided by a closed-cycle cooler flowing a distilled

water/ethylene glycol mixture through the detector's cooling channels.

A pulse generator (Hewlett-Packard Model 8010A) served to svnchron-

ize the excitation and detection systems by providing the necessary

trigger pulses to control the gate pulse generation and the scanning of

the diode array. Figure 4 is a timing diagram for the data acquisition

process. Channel A of the 8010A was operated in the double-pulse mode

and triggered by the fire command pulse from the Nd:YAG laser control

module. In the double-pulse mode, Channel A provided two pulses for each

trigger pulse it received. The time between these pulses could be

adjusted over a wide range. This capability was used to allow pseudo-

real time background subtraction by causing two identical, complete data

acquisition sequences to occur for each laser pulse. The sequences were

temporally spaced so that in one sequence the detector integrated during

and for a short time after the laser pulse. This data would contain

- ackground "dark" counts and flame chemiluminescence) plus the de'sired

5p
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LIF signal. The second sequence was triggered halfway between laser

shots and contained only the background. The 01A would automatically

subtract these two sets of data leaving only the LIF signal. The laser

was operated at a 5 Hz repetition rate so the time between the signal and

background sequences was set by spacing the Channel A pulses 100 msec

apart. Since the "dark" count rate is dependent only on thermal effects

on the detector, this rate is virtually constant over this time period

and the midway spacing of the sequences effectively eliminated it. A

subtle assumption is made in this scheme that the chemiluminescence is

also constant over this time period. This is certainly not true for

turbulent flames, but for the relativelv stable flames used in this lop,

study, this assumption proved reasonable as will be shown in Chapter V.

The output pulse from Channel A was used to trigger the Model 1303

gate pulse generator in the OMA and to trigger Channe' B of the 8010A.

To avoid the electrical noise problems from the Nd:YAG laser during the

J signal data sequence, the 1303 initially delays the gate pulse until a

few microseconds before the first flashlamp fires. Delay times were

usually around 170 microseconds. The 1303 then generates a gate pulse

that lasts until about 10 microseconds after the Q-switch fires permit-

ting signal integration over the induced fluorescence pulse. The gate

pulse width was typically set at 285 microseconds. In this way the

gating system (1303, 1304 and detector) is at some elevated voltage that

is unperturbed by the electrical noise.

Channel B was delayed by the 8010A so that its output pulse came

well after the gating sequence was completed, usually 500 microseconds,

insuring that all of the induced fluorescence signal was accumulated.

This pulse triggered the O-!A's MIodel '1*63 Detector ontroller to "read"

.- N
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the signal on the diodes and store the data in memory.

As described above, this whole data acquisition sequence is

repeated 100 msec later when Channel A outputs its second pulse, thus

generating the background data for subtraction by the OMA. This arrange-

ment insures a one-to-one correspondence between the signal and back-

ground data for proper subtraction. Finally, the OMA would accumulate

and display a user-specified number of subtracted scan pairs. This

processed data could be stored on floppy disk for later analvsis.

% e%
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IV. Emission Spectrsncopv Foilts

The first phase of the experiment was simply to obtain emission

spectra from the flame with particular interest on the identification of

bands from B02 and BO. As noted in Chapter I, the absorption and

emission spectra of both of these molecules are reasonably well known.

The spectral region investigated extended from 6300 A down to 4000 A. In

general, the results of this work compare well with previous efforts.

Results for B02

As expected BO2 was easily observed. The general spectral pattern

consisted of a set of nine large peaks, some over 100 A wide, each made

up of a large number of heavily overlapped vibrational and rotational

bands. These large peaks have been traditionally called the boron oxide

fluctuation bands and, as mentioned in Chapter I, until 1960 were thought

to come from B2 03 . A good example of the fluctuation bands is displayed

in Figure 5, which is extracted from Morrison and Scheller (10:96) and

shows in low resolution thneir spectrum from a JP-4/boron powder slurry

flame. The resolution of the present s',stem was such that the rotational

structure could not be resolved. However, discrete vibrational bandheads

were identifiable as structure on the large peaks.

The large peaks varied in intensity with the strongest being

centered around the 0000-0000 bands of the A-X system near 5460 A.

Figure 6 shows this peak with some of the more prominent bands labelled.

This plot along with those of the other rer;ions are displayed in

% ppendix C. Sore of the waves .(.re loss simnetric in shape than the one

.,..
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in Figure 6. In particular, the wave centered on the 0000-1000 band near

5800 A rises abruptly at 5760 but, falls off to longer wavelengths much

more slowly than the 5460 A wave No B02 emission was observed in the

4200-4400 A region due to an overwhelming signal from CH. This was not

totally unexpected since this is also the region of the 0-0 A-X band of N

CH (46:20). It was curious that the CH emission dominated this area even

though the "background" flame emission was corrected for as described in

Chapter III. This situation may have been the result of the BC1 3

reacting with the available 02 more rapidly than the CH4 such that the

combustion of the latter was slowed leaving large quantities of CH to

react higher in the flame via diffusion of outside air. In Appendix D a

compilation of over 400 bandheads of the B02 spectrum seen in this work

and those of Johns (39), Snowden (40), and Freid and Mathews (42) is

* . presented.

ResuIts for BO

No bands were observed in this work that could be confidently

assigned to BO. It is possible that the BO bands were masked by the

dominant B02 emission. The region around 4250 A possessed the greatest

likelihood of BO detection because it is here that the 0-0 band of the

A-X transition of BO lies. Unfortunately, this area was completely

,,minated by emission from CH.

The implications of these results for the LIF experiments on BO

were not good. If BO could not be seen in emission, then its concentra-

tion might be extremely low. This coupled with the potential quenching

problpm discussed above could preclude its observation in this confiiura-

-ion. even with LIF. It could also be that the BO is present, but, that

.- - - - - -



it is not electronically excited by the flame reactions. In the previous d.

work by Clyne and Heaven (44:301) and Lewellyn, etal., (20:504), they 

were forced to react nitrogen atoms from a microwave discharge in NO to

yield excited oxygen atoms that would then react with BC1 3 to produce BO.

The simple excitation of oxygen atoms in the discharge yielded much B02 ,

but no BO. The exact role of the nitrogen atoms is still unclear. The

need for such a chain reaction may indicate that the current flame

conditions and reactants are no: appropriate for the production of BO. " dr

Other Species

A fortunate result of the choice of reactants was that with the

exception of CH no other reactant or product species should have a

spectrum in the region of interest. The data bears this out with only CH

appearing in any significant quantity and then only in one spectral

region, albeit, an important one. The C2 Swan bands could be observed if

the flame was allowed to get sooty, indicated by a yellow coloration.

But, even then, their intensitv was extremel; small relative to that of

the B02 bands.

3
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- V. Laser-Tnduced Fluorescence Results and Discussion

With the completion of the emission spectra, Phase II of the

project began, i.e., the application of LIF to the flame. The results

discussed in this chapter constitute the first known demonstration of LIF .

of B02 in an atmospheric-pressure flame.

Flame Conditions

Gas input flow rates were adjusted as discussed in Chapter III to

produce a stable flame. These flow rates were recorded so that 'N
6I

subsequent runs were all at the same conditions or small variations

thereof. The nominal flow rates were: CH4 --9.55xlO
-3 moles/min,

Air--2.34xi0 -2 moles/min, 02 --5.27x10
-3 moles/min, and

BCI 3 --6.6xlO
-4 moles/min. Using these values as inputs to the NASA

chemical equilibrium code written by Gordon and McBride (49), calculated

results for the adiabatic flame temperature and the equilibrium concen-

trations of the flame products could be obtained. The adiabatic tempera-

ture assumes no heat is lost to the surrounding environment which of

course in this case was not true. However, the code did provide some

idea of the flame temperature particularly at the boundary of the inner

cone. For the above gas mix, the predicted temperature was 2026 'K. The

predicted equilibrium concentrations of BO and B02 were 3.6x,0 18 cm-3 and

.x1O1 8 cm-3, respectively. Changes in the air and/or BCI3 flowrates

resulted in the predicted adiabatic temperature varying between about

* 2000 0 K and 2200 0 K with Little change in the BO and BO) concentrations

, within the resolution of the code, It is curious that the code predicts

'4



a BO concentration only a factor of two less than that of B02 , yet no BO

emission is observed. No explanation for this result has been found V

other than those proposed in the previous chapter.

LIF of BO2

Detection of LIF from B02 was readily achieved. In all cases

non-resonant LIF was used between the first excited electronic state

(A2.u) and the ground electronic state (X2 Tg). Figure 7 is an example

of the data obtained. In this case, the pump band was the R1 of the

0000-0000 transition at 5456.8 A. The strongest band observed is the Ri

of the 0000-1000 transition. This was expected since the lower states of

these two bands have the same parity and in the absence of collisions

parity would be conserved. At low pressure, such as that used for

previous LIF experiments on B02 , only this band would be anticipated.

However, at the relatively high pressure of the present experiment, one

atmosphere, the spectra showed considerable collisional mixing resulting

in the appearance of bands having upper states other than the one being

pumped by the laser. Host notable of these bands is the R2 of the

0000-1000 transition at 5813 A. Separated only by the spin-orbit

coupling of approximately 103.3 cm-1 , this upper level is readily

populated through collisions by the excited molecules. Also evident is a

band centered around 5784 A. This emission could be due to the compara-

ble R1 band of the 0110-1110 transition or it may be due to the R, band

of the 0000-1000 transition from the 10B02 isotopic molecule. The small

peak near 5767 A is probably the R2 band of the 0000-0200 transition. -

The overall shape of the curve is reminiscent of the emission

spectra whereas LIF spectra usuallv exhibit :nuch sharper peaks. Thus,

4
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one might suspect that a considerable amount of chemiluminescence is

still being observed. However, also included in Figure 7 is the result

from identical operation conditions, but with the laser blocked from

reaching the flame. Some random noise is evident, but this curve clearly

shows the effectiveness of the background subtraction scheme and the

validity of the assumption about the constancy of the flame emission. It

must be noted that the data in Figure 7 is not typical of that normally

obtained. In an attempt to improve the signal-to-noise ratio, a BC1 3

concentration was used that was much higher than that normally used due

to the burner clogging problem discussed in Chapter III. The other gas

concentrations however, were close to those usually employed.

Excitation Scans. Excitation scans were performed in which the

spectrometer was fixed so that the detector always viewed the same

spectral region while the dye laser beam was tuned through one or more

absorption bands. In both of the scans presented here, the spectrometer

was tuned so that the detector array spanned the region from about 5720 A"

to 5870 A. The observation focal volume was positioned 3 cm above the

burner, which was just above the tip of the inner cone, and 4 mm from

flame-center along the laser beam path. In the first scan, the dye laser

0 0
was tuned in 0.5 A steps from 5455.4 A to 5463.8 A, thus tuning through

the 0000-0000 R, band at 5456.4 and the 0110-0110 R 2 band at 5460.3 A. • r

The step size is larger than the rotational line spacing for B02 of

approximately 0.3 A in this spectral range. Figure 8 is a composite plot

of a few of the steps in this scan. Note the distinct resonant behavior

displayed by the 5790 and 5814 A detection bands as the laser was tuned

across the 5-456.4 absorption band. Figure 9 is an enlargement of the

da-ra with the laser tuned to 5.456 .4 A, i.e., near resonance with the

%- %
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absorption band. Five bands are clearly discernible at 5790, 5814, 5800,

5784, and 5767 A. Four of these were discussed above, the fifth at 5800 c.

is the R 2 band of the 0110-1110 transition. The appearance of this

band further supports the assignment of the 5784 A band as its spin-orbit

coupled companion.

A second excitation scan was performed under the same conditions

but with the laser scanning over the range from 5466 A to 5474 1, which

covers the R, band of the 1000-1000 transition at 5467.5 A and the R 2  .:.,

0S
band of the 0000-0000 transition at 5471 A. Figure 10 is a composite

plot of a portion of this scan. The spectra are similar to those

obtained in the above scan with the exception of the bands near 5806 A,

5830 A and 5820 A. The first of these is most likely due to the R1 band

of the 1000-2000 transition, as expected from the 5467.5 A pump band

listed above. The 5830 A band could be either or a combination of both)

the R2 band of the 1000 -2000 transition or it might be the R2 band of the

0200-1200 transition. No assignment has been given for the 5820 A band,

but it seems to couple strongly to 00002-1/2 level of the A2 -, u state
1

since it is observed in this scan, but not in the previous scan. The

sharp resonance behavior of the 5813 A band is similar to that seen with %

the 5790 A band in the previous scan. The inversion of intensities
S

between the spin-orbit components of the 0000-1000 transition at 5790 A

and 5813 A is as expected. Figure 11 is an enlarged view of the spectra

with the laser tuned very near to resonance with the 5470.8 A pump band.

Fluorescence Scan. A fluorescence scan was performed wherein the

dye laser frequency is fixed at an absorption resonance and the spec-

trometer is tuned over a wide spectral region. For this scan, the laser
w

was tuned to 5471 A to excite th~e band of the CO00 0-0D0 0 0 transition.."
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The spectrometer was scanned to permit observation from 6460 Ato 4140

in approximately 125 A increments, which was a little less than the

.ewing range of the detector array and assured overlap with adjacent

increments. Figure 12 is a composite plot of the fluorescence spectra

produced. Table II lists the prominent bands observed in the fluores-

cence scan.

Table II

LIF Bands Observed

Waveleng-th (A) Band

6396 0000-0002 R->

6376 0000-0002 Rl

6202 CO002000 R~

6171 0000-2000 R,

5825 Not Assigned

5813 0000-1000 R2

5806 l000-2000 Rl .

5 7,O 000-1000 RI

5784 0000 -1000 Rl*

ar 0110-1110 RI

5767 0000-0200 R

5169 lI)O -00C)0 R1

Appendix E contains -he ninete-en indi'."idual data plots which were

combinred to produce Fig',,re 12. Thi le a few i-solated hands are observed

Ise~he C I ceirhth IV Crt in Is ilo Ind5 )A. Also evident' is

,&'~ ,~** ~ . , ~ ~ ..:-1 i;CII!;sd in i-hapt'-.r 3.
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Fortunately, it fell in a portion of the B02 spectrum having virtually no

transitions and should have had little effect on the results except for

stealing power from the excitation peak. The data has not been corrected

for detector sensitivity, but the system response is specified as Deing

flat over this region. Two small unexplained discontinuities appear at

5620 A and at 5000 A. These were breakpoints between settings of the

*- spectrometer. They had no bearing on the data and should net be inter-

preted as actual spectral features. This scan was made with the spec-

trometer slits open to 200 microns, which yielded greater signal but

lower resolution. With 100 micron slits, the 5456.8 spin-orbit coupled

companion to the excitation band could be observed next to the laser

line.

• ?.- ":________ -:___ Profile in the Flame '

Fhase II of the effort was an attempt to map the relative.e fluores-

cence spatial profile of B02 in the flame. Recalling the theoretical

dt-'.'eIopment in Chapter II, the ntuber density of the species of interest

is pr-nportional to the fluorescence signal obtained. The area under the

pectril peaks of the desired species is a measure of the total signal

: .erefore, the number densitv. One major caveat must be placed on

-,:hn ansertiolns however. At the high pressure of the present experiment."

%, re is a si-,ificant amount of quenching and redistribution of energv -.

ther of hich can be accurately quantified at this time. Further,

"- Kse processes change as the local flame parameters, most notably

=-:ceriture. change. Thus, to say a relative fluorescence map is

-- r!if, , .v A ui,'a Ie-nt to a n'umber dens it.' map requires the assumption that

7a . . hin, ,d er.-r .; redistribt ion processes do not chane sI V0 "-

. 7)7'
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cantly over the spatial region of interest. Such a claim cannot be made

for the results shown here for the following reasons. First, since only

a portion of the total induced fluorescence signal is recorded, changes ..e

in the redistribution of energy within the B02 are not fully included.

Indeed, loss of energy to non-radiative states could not be included even

if the entire spectrum were recorded. Second, since the entire flame was

scanned, the local temperature in the detection volume changed by as much

as a factor of four or more with the inner cone boundary being very much

hotter than that of the outer cone. This change in temperature would

translate into a change in the collison frequency, which under constant

pressure varies as T-(1 /2 . Thus, the collision frequency at the inner

cone would be less than that at the outer cone such that the quenching

and redistribution rates would be less at the inner cone.

The laser was tuned to the 5471 A absorption band and the spec-

trometer was tuned to the 5813 A region for observation of the non-

resonant LIF signal. The flame was then moved via the burner translation

stages so that the observation focal volume was scanned both horizontallv

and vertically through the flame. The overall flame dimensions were

approximately 1.5 cm across at the base and approximately 6.5 cm tall.

The inner cone was approximately 1.1 cm across and 2.5 cm tall. The

burner clogging problem discussed previously dictated that only about 16

runs of 500 shots each could be collected before serious flame instabili-

ties were encountered. Further, with the spectrometer slits at 200

microns, the observation focal width was approximately 250 microns.
*0

Thus, to maintain as much consistency as possible in the data, the flame %

was scanned horizontally along the path of the laser beam in I mm steps,

" hich usually permitted one horizontal scan across the total width of the

4,o
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t iame to be completed before the burner had to be cleaned. The focal
%'

volume was approximately 3 mm high determined by the dimension of the

detector diodes. In an effort to keep the amount of data reasonable, the

flame was scanned vertically in 1 cm increments from the base of the

flame up to near the tip a- 6 cm. The laser beam was positioned in the

middle of the flame along the observation axis.

The raw data obtained was the same as seen previously, i.e., LIF

spectra. Figure 7 shows that even though only a few resolved peaks were

observed, the overall increase in the spectral curve is due to excitation

by the laser. Thus, by using the OMA's analysis capability, the area

under each spectral curve from pixel 70 to pixel 500 (corresponding

*0
approximately to 5727.2 A to 5850.2 A) was computed. The range was

*[ chosen somewhat arbitrarily to include more or less all of the LIF

photons belonging to the 0000-1000 transition. Figure 13 is a 3-D plot

the integrated signal as a series of curves corresponding to horizontal

scans at the different heights. The x-axis of these plots corresponds to

the lateral position of the detection volr'me in the flame in one millime-

ter steps with the zero point, or center of the flame, being in the

center of the x-axis. The y-axis is the magnitude of the integrated

signal in arbitrary units. The z-axis corresponds to the different -,

heights above the flame at which horizontal scans were taken.

The most dramatic features of Figure 13 are the large peaks '.n the

flame center at the lowest heights, i.e., just above the surface of the

burner. These will be discussed in detail below. Figure 14 shows

enlarged plots of the five curves taken at heights ranging from 2 to 6 cm.

above the burner surface. T!Iese plots do not e:.:hibit the large central

peaks of the lower cirves. The i ,ble feiture in Figure 14 is that the

*~ ~ * * * * **** . * . ~. * **.' .
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B02 fluorescence is greater outside the inner cone. This fact is

particularly evident in the scan 2 cm above the burner (the third trace

from the left in Figure 13 and the first trace on the left in Figure 14).

Higher in the flame as it converges, the signal peaks in the center.

This result is similar to the profile of OH commonly observed in

hydrocarbon flames. It appears that much of the B02 is being formed at

or near the boundary of the inner cone where the flame is the hottest.

However, in view of the facts that the lifetime of the A state of B02 is

only approximately 100 nsec (44) (which is much shorter than the gas

transit time in the flame) and that B02 fluorescence is still observed

far beyond the inner flame front, it might be concluded that B02

continues to form higher up in the flame.

Further, in view of the caveat discussion above, these relative

fluorescence maps probably underestimate the relative concentration maps.

Since the energy losses at the outer cone boundary would be more than

those at the inner cone, a higher concentration of molecules would be

needed at the outer cone to produce the same signal as that produced at -"

the inner cone. Thus, a relative concentration map at H=2 cm would have

higher peaks at the edges relative to the valley in the middle, whereas

the profile at H=6 cm might actually be somewhat flatter with the outside

edges increasing relative to the center peak Quantifying this amplifica-

tion effect requires detailed understanding of the quenching and energy

redistribution rates for the species involved.

S~tr ring in the Inner Cone

A surprising phenomenon .,;as observed when the laser beam passed

through the inner cone, A tremendous amount of radiation .,:as emit ted,

KI)
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but only from within the inner cone. The "scattered" light was clearly

"' "visible to the naked eye. If the spectrometer was tuned to the laser

wavelength, the resulting signal s:iturated the detector being many times

stronger than Rayleigh scattering in ambient room air. Thile some of

this light was emitted in all directions, it visually appeared to be

stronger in the forward direction, i.e., the direction of propagation of

the laser beam, than in the sideways or backward direction. Further, the

boundary of the inner cone was a sharp boundary for the "scattered"

light. As the burner was lowered so that the laser beam crossed the tip

of the inner flame front, the "scattering" disappeared. In fact, if the "-

flame was positioned so that the beam straddled the boundary, that

portion of the beam inside the inner cone exhibited "scatter", that

portion outside did not. The temperature of the inner flame front should

be close to the adiabatic flame temperature of around 2000 OK.

The first hypothesis concerning this effect was that some aerosol

was causing Mie scattering of the laser beam. Mie scattering tends to be

directed more forward than backward and would explain the anisotropy of

the emission. Clearly the aerosol must be coming from the pre-mixing of

the flame gases and it must vaporize as it crosses the inner flame front

else the effect would be observ.-ed higher in the flame. No scatter was

observed in the flame if no 3C1 3 was flowing, which indicated that the

aerosol must come from some boron or chlorine-containing species.

Further, if all the gases were flowing, but the flame was not ignited, a

white smoke emanated from the burner and produced a similar scattering.

(The white smoke is typical from the reaction of BC1 3 with water vapor in

the air and makes detection of TC(13 leaks eas.v

5.
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The likely aerosol was the white crystalline powder discussed in

Chapter III that clogged the burner. A sample of the powder was taken to

the Materials Laboratory for analysis. Its melting point was found to be

approximately 170 0 C. This value matched well with that for orthoboric

acid, H3 BO3 . The boiling point of H3 B03 is not published but is probably

well below the flame front temperature and such that crystal would

vaporize at that boundary as observed. This acid is also very soluble in

water, as was the powder. A small amount of the powder was further

crushed, mixed with KBr and pressed into a small disk. The disk was

inserted into a infrared spectrophotometer having a glowbar source of

radiation. An infrared absorption spectrum of the powder closely matched

that of H3 B03 . The KBr is transparent in the spectral r gion of interest

and served simply as a binder material to contain the sample.

An elemental analysis revealed that hydrogen made up approximately

2.83% of the mass of the material and boron made up approximately 22.2%

of the mass. In H3 BO3 , hydrogen makes up 4.89% of the mass and boron

makes up 17.48% of the mass. In metaboric acid, HBO 2 , the respective

values for hydrogen and boron are 2.3% and 24.67%. Thus, the elemental

analysis indicated that there may have been some HBO 2 in the powder. The

sample was observed to be hygroscopic. Since the sample had been sitting

around for a couple of weeks before the analysis was performed, although

it was sealed in a plastic vial, it surely absorbed water from the air,

which would convert HBO 2 to H3BO3 . Thus, it was concluded that the

powder probably consisted of a mixture of "3 B03 and HBO 2 . (Later

research in the literature found that BC1 3 readily reacts with water to

form HC1 and H3BO 3 but, it does not easily react with the other flame

j. constituents (50:256). The air for the experiment was drawn from the

62
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building supply which was known to contain a considerable amount of water

' -: vapor, which could not be easily removed. Future experiments should be

done with bottled dry air and thus avoid this problem.) --

Mie scattering applies for particles with charateristic dimensions

of the the same order as the wavelength of the incident light. A crude

calculation shows that there is more than sufficient time for clustering

to the required size. Following a treatment by Garscadden (51), if one 2'

assumes particles of around 1000 A dimension then for a typical solid

density of 1021 cm 3 , approximately 106 molecules make up the cluster.

The agglomeration rate would be something on the order of NQvS, where N

is the number density of the clustering species, which may be 0.1% of the

* total gas density of roughly 1019 cm 3, Q is the average collision

,* cross-section of roughly (50 A*)', v is the molecular random velocity of

*, around l05 cm/sec, and S is a sticking coefficient with a maximum value

of i. Using these values yields an agglomeration rate of about 108 sec -

such that the time to produce the required size particle is 106/,108 or 10

m.sec. Assuming a uniform flow speed through the flame, which is adequate

for this calculation, the volume flow is roughly 20 cm3/sec with a burner

area of 0.8 cm2 , so that the gas flow is about 25 cm/sec. The residence

time for the inner cone having a height of approximatelv 2 cm, is

80 msec, which is clearly long enough for the clustering process.

Further, it must be realized that the clustering would actually begin

down in the mixing chamber so that cluster times could be several hundred

milliseconds. Thus, the spatial and temporal requirements for the

formation of the aerosols are easily met bv the experimental design.

Thile Mie scattering seems to explain much of the observed effez

it does not explain the spectral output. Fig~ire 15 shows a spectrm

%'
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obtained with the laser tuned to the 5471 X as usual. Clearly, something

more than simple LIF and/or Mie scattering was occurring. The overall
D

rising signal level toward the shorter wavelengths, i.e., toward the

laser pump wavelength, would be expected from the Mie scattering generat-

ing an enormous signal having a very long tail. Unlike Figure 7 where
I

the background was essentially flat across the spectral region, the

background or underlying broadband scatter changes significantly over the

same wavelength range. Thus, a calculation of the area under these
I

curves included a significant amount of background, which really was not

a measure of the B02 concentration and only served to create artificially

large values. Unfortunately, no simple way of eliminating the scatter
I

was available since it was generated by the laser itself.

Expected LIF peaks at 5790 A and 5813 A are present, but their

relative intensities are reversed for this pump configuration and none of

the other peaks in the spectra are readily assigned to known bands of Bo2 "

or BO. The observed peaks displayed a very wide (nearly 25 A full width)

resonance behavior as the laser was tuned. (It must be noted that even
I

when the laser was tuned far off resonance from the 5471 A pump band, the

scattering was still visible to the eye. The spectra of the scattered

photons continued to display a rising intensity toward the laser wave-
I

length, but the peaks shown in Figure 15 disappear.) In the case of the

5790 A peak, the intensity increased then decreased as the laser was

tuned through the absorption band at 5471 A. Thus, this peak could

simply result from LIF. In most cases, however, including the 5813 A

peak, in addition to an intensity variation, the frequency of the peaks

shifted by nearly the same amount and in the same direction as the laser

beam. Such behavior is indicative of Raman scattering.

-"S " *-.. . . .. . . . . . i -II
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I.*
Raman scattering is a process in which photons are inelasticallv

* scattered by molecular vibrations. Raman scattering is similar to LIF in

that a molecule is excited to some upper level and then relaxes to either

a higher level than that from which it started or a lower level, if any.

The photon emitted in the former case is called a Stokes photon, where in

the latter case, it is called an Anti-Stokes photon. Figure 16 is a

generic energy level diagram of the Raman scattering process. The

difference in the energy of the pump and emitted photons is simply the

energy difference between the initial and final states. The distinction

between LIF and Raman is that in LIF, the upper level of the pump transi-

tion is a real eigenstate of the molecule, whereas in Raman, the upper

state is not a real eigenstate and is called a virtual level. This fact

usually means that the Raman signal is very small. However, as the

exciting laser frequency is tuned close to a transition between two real

eigenstates, a resonant enhancement of the Raman scattering process takes

place which dramatically increases its signal strength. Because the

upper level of a Raman transition is not fixed, being determined solely

by the energy of the pump photon, but the final lower levels are fixed,

since they must be real eigenstates of the molecule, as the pump photon

frequency is changed, the frequency of the emitted photon will also

change by the same amount. Thus, by following the spectral movement of a

peak as the pump frequency is changed, one can determine if that peak

comes from Raman or LIF.

Figure 17 shows three sectra taken under identical conditions but

with the pump laser tuned to three different wa:elengths. Not that the

)")0 A peak charges intensitv, hut not pos tion. The peaks It 5795 A,

813 A, and 520 A (with a A., A 'ump wavelength) change intensitv

* , . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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somewhat, 'out more dramatically change position to 5805 A, 58:3 Aand

5330 . . respectively when the pump wavelength 4S 5475 A . Aft-er reviewing

tedata collected over a puip wavelength range of 30 A(4553 )

six Raman transitions were assigned. Table III lists the assigned

transitions where the frequencies observed are the differences between

the pum~p and emitted photons and the frequencies given are the difference

between the initial and final vibrational states.

Table III

Raman Transition Assignments

C'bserved G iven Difference Initial Final MIolecule
Fre2 (=-1) Freq F ret- ta -e S tat-

809.8 310.0 0.2 OVO 0200 B01

874 876 2.0 --- --- H330 3

933.3 939.4 5.6 0000 02000

1064. 1 1064.0 0.1 0110 1110 B02

1293.4 1093.1 0.3 00 ~ 30

112 1 .6 5.6 0000 ol3 30

All BO- vibrational frequencies are from Fried and Mathews

A-2:36) . The HiB03, %ibrational frequencv is from Bell, er: 11. , u to

did not assign it to a specific state (52:211-213). Three other trans i-

tions were obser-ved having frequencies of 826, '>016, and 1040 cm- 1 , but

could not be matched to published data for BO,, BO, or HiB0,i. To thie

best of our knowledge, no Raman spectra of HB0., has been obser-: -.

it was concluded that the tremendous scarrer:n,, ohserveid intn

-:rr*one was pr ir.c;. a lv C:.~~ u ; Si (i e.~ am 1:reiC C

-. .. . .~ 'ft . - r J.-



produced in the gas mixing chamber just upstream of the burner. The P

likely aerosol candidates are HBO 2 and H3 BO3. Further, some LIF and ,
p

resonant Raman scattering was detected as the laser was tuned through an

absorption band. This problem caused anomalous results in the lower 10,.r

regions of the inner cone when a concentration profile was attempted.

LIF of BO

Attempts to use LIF on BO were unsuccessful. As discussed above,
I

the electronic energy levels of BO were so far apart that excitation from

the lowest electronic state, where the population was greatest, was not

possible. Without tripling the frequency of the Nd:YAG laser pump beam,

which was a dubious procedure with the available system, the dye laser

simply could not produce photon.; of sufficient energy to pump the 0-0,

0-1, 0-2 transitions of the A-X system. Attempts were made to pump the

0-3 transition at 5551.5 with observation of each of the aforementioned

bands. No identifiable signal was obtained. The focal volume of the

detection system was positioned in various regions of the flame including
p

just above the inner cone of the flame where the gases should have been

the hottest and the BO most likely to exist.

The failure to observe LIF in BO could be due any and all of the
I

considerations discussed in Chapters II and III. However, the result

does not necessarily mean that BO is not significant in the combustion of

pure, solid boron.
p

P !c,ssion of Results

In general the results of this work show that LIF can he used for

o..: detect ion of at least gF-i in atmospheric -prossure flanes The prsct eCS :,

.v-:.-:,--v--v..~.--.---v--.-...v... .. .-v v.--... .-... ...-..--.... ...-.....



for obtaining accurate absolute number density measurements using this

technique are reasonable. The spectra show a considerable amount of

collisional redistribution of energy among the excited states. How this

shifting of energy is affected by changes in temperature, gas mixture,

flame configuration, etc., are questions that must be answered before

reliable concentration measurements can be made.

As discussed in Chapter II, the quenching issue can sometimes be

circumvented by using high pump powers so as to saturate the desired

transition. For B02 under these conditions, the required power would be

very high. Since the molecule exhibits rapid redistribution of energy to

other states at this pressure virtually all of those transitions would

have to be saturated before the effect of quenching is minimized. Thus,

though very difficult, with the continual advances in high power dve

lasers, saturated LIF of B02 at atmospheric pressure may be possible.

The lack of results for BO must be viewed as only a partial answer

to the question of its detection by LIF in an atmospheric-pressure boron

fame. First, the flame used here was actually a reaction of methane,

oxygen, air and boron trichloride, not pure boron flame. As such, it was

only a gross approximation of the combustion systems of interest. It was

not assured that BO would be produced in a measurable amount in such a
I

reaction. While BO has been generated from BCI 3 reacting with active N)

and 02 , the conditions were quite stringent as discussed previ islv.

Thus, the most one can say is that it is doubtful that BO i! produced in

significant quantities under these particui,.r conditions.

-, .



VI. Conc'usions and Recrirmendations

Summary

In support of on-going research into the prospects of using boron

as a primary fuel for future aerospace systems, this project was formu-

lated to demonstrate the feasibility of using laser-induced fluorescence

(LIF) as an in-situ probe for particular radical species (BC2 and BO) in

boron-seeded atmospheric-pressure flames. First, a CH4 /Air/O2 flame was

seeded with BC1 3 and examined using standard emission spectroscopy. The

resulting spectra agreed well with published results for BO2 . No BO

emission was observed.

Second, LIF of B02 was demonstrated in the A-X electronic system by

exciting either of the spin-orbit-coupled components of the 0000-0000

transition with spectrally resolved detection in the region of the

0000-1000 transition using an optical multichannel analyzer. This was

the first known demonstration of LIF of BO2 at a pressure above a few

tens of torr. The LIF spectra showed a considerable amount of re-

distribution of energy am.or- excited states resulting in emission from a

number of different transitions and clouding the prospects for the use of

saturated LIF under similar conditions. A two-dimensional profile of the

relative BC2 fluorescence in the flame was produced by translating the

flame vertically and horizontally along the laser beam path. The inte-

grated LIF signal can be used as a rough i.asure of the number densit; of

the BO2 . The profile resembles that of OH in that the BO2 seems most

heav'ily concentrated oli-side :le flame's imrer cone. A si;nificant

-..ount of >iie sC tr•ih' '.as ,'-'cd in l 1 im:': oC il reion of the



flame. It is believed this results from aerosols of either HBO09 or

H 3BO3 , or both, which are produced in the gas mixing chamber, In

addition to the Mie scattering, resonant Raman scattering from BO2 and

H3BO3 was also observed in the inner cone of the flame.

Third, BO was not observed using LIF. It is possible that signifi-

cant quantities of BO are not produced in the reaction of the species

used. As this was only a crude approximation of the combustion of solid

boron, this result should not be interpreted as diminishing the potential

importance of BO in an actual boron-fueled combustor.

'p..

Recommendations for Future Work "-

In the interest of completeness, a more thorough examination of the

oossible combinations of excitation-detection transitions should be

undertaken. In particular, pumping of the 0000-1000 transition with

observation of the 0000-0000 transition should be attempted. (Note that

this combination is the inverse of the one principally used in this

effort.) Continuing the present experiment using BClI to explore the

-,aerosol production or the source of the apparent Raman scattering would

be of academic interest, but :ould add little to the boron combustion

research base. As discussed above. dr, air should be used so as minimire

the aerosol scattering that complicated this study.

The next significant step is to seed an atmospheric-pressure flame

with small solid boron particles and use LIF to probe for BO2 and BO.

The crude tests done here with relatively large pieces of boron indicate

the presence of BO2 from the green emission of the flame. The d,'termina-

ition of the relative concentrations of BO and B02 under various flame

'onditions could lead to a greater understanding of the Co :hIs-ion

.P
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reaction chain. It is this understanding that is critical to the success

of the boron combustion program. This project has demonstrated the S

feasibility of using LIF to obtain this knowledge.

Alternative Techniques

If the quenching issue is insoluble alternative techniques would

have to be explored that are insensitive to the quenching rate. Two such

techniques are described below.

Kizirnis, et al., recently demonstrated a technique called photo-

thermal deflection spectroscopy (PTDS) on the hydroxyl radical (OH) where

"d the heat generated by quenching of the laser-excited states of a species

causes refractive index changes that deflect an intersecting low-power

off-resonance probe laser beam (53). The deflection is measured by a

position-sensitive detector and can be related to the species number

density at least on a relative scale throughout a given flame. Such a

method may be employed i. quenching is the limiting factor of LIF.

A second possible technique is degenerate four-wave mixing (DF.'M).

This method first discussed by Yariv and Pepper (54) uses two strong

counterpropagating pump beams crossed at a small angle by a weak probe

beam all of the same wavelength. The result is a phase-conjugate beam

counterpropagating along the probe beam path when the beams are tuned to

an absorption resonance of the medium. This method has the advantage

that the desired signal can be spatially resolved from background radia-

tion such as the flame emission. Further, since the desired signal is

alwavs at the same wavelength as the pump and probe beams, no spectrome-

ter is required. Bloom. et al. first used this technique on sodium in a

P at- pe (') b Pender and Hesselink demonst rted DFM in flame using

-. 7 -. 7
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sodium-seeding (56). And recently, Ewart and O'Leary de'ected OH in

flame using this method (57). A significant potential advantage of DF 7.2

over LIF is that it is a coherent process that occurs on time scales much

shorter than fluorescence and, in most cases, quenching as well (56:266,

58:281).

575
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Appendix A: Transi--ion Probabi1lt'-es for 30 and B01)

* Table IV

Transition Probabilities frte State Of B02 (6

State Lifetime (nsec) A Coeff. (107 sec-'

0000 2H1 91± 4 1.1

1000 21Il1/2 94.8 ±1.6 1.05

1000 2 - 91. 6 ±3. 8 1.09

3/2

1110 2 A/10 12.9

110 /2 110 ± 2 0.91

2000 2 95±0612

200'3L/2 10. ± 1.4 0.93

1110 2-5/ 10 2 1 0.969 0

2000 2- 97.1 _ 4. 1.03
1/2

100 2-, 103. 14 0.973

2000 3/2 1013 2 .8 0.99 0
320 -/2 ii

0200 2- 0. 4210

0200 2- 103 ±080.97103

1200 20 962±0 .0 13

L3/2

0002 2- 105 ± 6 .95
"3/2

0002 2 121 ±6 0.83
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Table V

Transition Probabilities for the A21i State of BO (45)-

State ( Lifetime (usec) A Coeff. (105 sec -',

0 1.78 t 0.14 5.62

4 1.94 -+ 0.17 5.15

7 1.62 + 0.02 6.17

9 1.86 t 0.01 5.38

10 1.67 t 0.13 5.99

11 1.66 + 0.09 6.02

Average 1.7 ±0.1 5.88
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Appendix B: Outline of NASA Chemical Equil:'hriunm Code

A computer code developed by NASA Lewis Research Center called

CEC-71 has gained wide acceptance for the calculation of chemical equili-"

brium compositions, rocket performance, incident and reflected shocks,

and Chapman-Jouguet detonations. This code is well documented in Refer-

ence (58). This appendix is a brief overview of the code as it relates

to the present work.

The CEC-71 code was used in this effort to provide an estimate of

the adiabatic flame temperature as well as some crude estimate of the

equilibrium concentrations of BO and B02 . For this purpose only the

" chemical equilibrium calculation capability of the code was exercised.

The code determines the equilibrium concentrations and states by minimi-

ing the Gibbs free energy through an iterative procedure emplo';ing a

descent Newton-Raphson technique to correct initial estimates of the

concentrations. A number of tests are performed as the calculation

proceeds to determine whether species have condensed or are approaching

phase transition. The code can accomodate condensed species by assumin.,

they are a minor fraction of the total number density of the gas.

The code is relatively easy to use. Required inputs are the

initial gas composition and a pair of thermodynamic state parameters such .

as temperature, pressure, enthalpy, volume, internal energy, or entropy-

For the cases used in this work, the inputs were pressure (one atmo-

sphere) and enthalpy of each reactant. In fact, the code will calculat,

the enthalpy for the most of the gases for the user from its stored

thermodvnamic data bank. This data bank is based of the JAAF Therno-"

78
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chemical Tables and contains required information for 600 different
gaseous and condersed species.

From the input information the code examines all possible reaction

products for :oncentrations above some specified lower bound, typically

one part-per-million. It also calculates the adiabatic temperature,

resultant enthalpy, density, and other thermodynamic values.

A typical case input to the code for this effort specified one

atmosphere pressure and reactant input amounts of 0.0096 moles of CH4 ,

0.00076 moles of BC1 3 , O.¢'54 moles of 02 and 0.0281 moles of air. The

enthalpies were calculated by the code itself for an incident temperature-

of 298 *K. The calculated adiabatic temperature was 2143 OK with equili- "

brium mole fractions of such pertinent reaction products as BO (10-5),

B02 (2x10" 5 ), HC1 (0.043), B203 (.4x10 - 4 ), HBO 2 (0.014), CO (0.15), H.

(0.15) and H20 (0.18). Other obvious products such as Ar, No, etc., ar,

. also analvzed and output, but are not important for this discussion.

-°-
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Appendix C: Emission Spectra

J.
'.*

The following figures illustrate the background-corrected emissin.

spectra observed from the BCl 3 -seeded flame. Note that certain

experimental parameters such as spectrometer slit width and detector

integration time vary from curve to curve. Thus, direct comparison of

signal strength between curves is difficult. Key spectral bandheads are

noted. -'
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Appendix D: Compiled Band Soectrjm of BO?

Band Heads of the A-X System of B02

air Present Fried- Upper Lower

Xair,A Work Snowden Johns Mathews Branch Level Level
VDvac cm(*B)

6429.4 15549.3 15549.0 R2 00002q 00022H1

6408.7 15601.3 15599.0 RI* 000021 000221

6401.0 15618.3 15618.0

6396.0 15634.4 15630.0 R2 00002 00022

6389.9 15645.4 15645.0

6377.1 15676.1

6376.6 15678.5 15678.0 R1  00002 00022.-

6360.5 15717.9 15717.0

6352.1 15738.5 15738.0

6349.2 15745.6 15746.0

6344.1 15758.1 15758.0 V

6341.2 15765.5 15766.0

6331.5 15792.2 15790.0

6327. 1 15800.7 15801.0

6320.0 15818.4 15818.0

6312.0 15838.5 15838.0

6290.8 15891.9 71
6288.8 15896.9

6280.1 15918.9

6275.3 15931.1

6273.6 15935.4
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Band Heads of the A-X System of B02 (Cont'd.)

Present Fried- Upper Lower

Xair,A Work Snowden Johns Mathews Branch Level Level
vvac Cm-i (BI0)

6262.3 15964.2

6249.2 15997.6

6246.8 16003.8

6242.5 16014.8 16015.6

6240.9 16018.9

6235.3 16033.3

6230.2 16046.4 %

6227.8 16052.6

6222.3 16066.8 16066.6

6207.6 16104.8

6204.0 16114.2

6202.2 16118.8 16118.8 16118.8 R2  00002- 20002-

6200.9 16122.2 .t.

6198.1 16129.5

6194.1 16139.9

6191.8 16145.9

6189.4 16152.2 16150.0 16150.8 R2* 000027 200027

6186.2 16160.6

6179.9 16177.0 16180.1 16719.0 R2  0 1 02 i 21102>

6177.1 16184.4

6173.9 16192.8

6170.8 16200.9 16198.8 16198.8 16198,8 R I  00002: 0 -7))-
.

6168.4 16207
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Band Heads of the A-X System of B02 (Cont'd.)

Present Fried- Upper Lower
xai A Work Snowden' Johns Mathews Branch Level Level

vac (*BlO)

*6167.2 16210.3

6162.4 16223.0

6160.9 16226.9 16228.8 Rl io124 211O2A

*6159.8 16230.2 16229.9 Rl* oo 2  200027t

6154.9 16242.7

6153.3 16247.0 16246.8 16246.5 R2 00002M- 04002A

6146.6 16264.7

6144.6 16270.0

6137. 5 16288.8

6135.1 16295.2

6122.4 16328.9

6114.9 16349.0

6091.2 16412.6

6089.9 16416.1

6073.6 16460.2

6066.5 16479.4

6063.3 16488.1

6060.9 16494.7

6052.1 16518.6

6050.6 16522.7

6045.4 16536.9

6042.2 16545.7

6038.2 16556. 7
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Band Heads of the A-X System of B02 (Cont'd)

Present Fried- Upper Lower S
Xair, A Work Snowden Johns Mathews Branch Level Level

Ovac Cm
- 1  

(*BIO)

6032.7 16571.8

6031.8 16574.2

6028.0 16584.7

6023.5 16597.1 16598.0

6019.8 16607.2

6017.7 16613.0 16614.0

6016.7 16615.8 16617.2

6015.0 16620.5 S

6014.4 16622.6

6011.2 16631.0

6005.6 16646.5 16646.0

6001.2 16658.7 16660.9 16657.0

5996.8 16671.0

5990.9 16687.4 16685.4 16685.0 0

5981.0 16715.0 16715.5 16716.0

5978.9 16720.9

5971.0 16743.0 16736.5 16745.0 0

5939.5 16831.8 16833.2

5926.0 16870.1

5916.5 16897.2 a

5912.5 16908.7

5909.0 16918.7

5862.2 17053.7 5

2. -
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Band Heads of the A-X System of BO2 (Cont'd.)

Present Fried- Upper Lower S
XairA Work Snowden Johns Mathews Branch Level Level

vac cm-i (*BIO)

5857.8 17066.5

5855.4 17073.5 17075.6

5850.6 17087.5

5844.3 17106.0

5839.1 17121.2 17117.7 R I  020 02i 200027

5833.5 17137.6

5831.9 17142.4 17142.3 R 2  1O0 027 200027
'.

5829.1 17150.6 17153.7 R2  020027 120027 I

5824.8 17163.2

5822.3 17170.6

5818.7 17181.2 I

5813.1 17197.8 17197.6 17197.5 17197.6 R2  000027 100027

5812.6 17199.3 R1  000027 02202"

5809.1 17209.6 17209.4 17209.0 R 2 * 00002 100027

5806.7 17216.7 17219.6 17219.4 R I  100027 200027 e

5801.6 17231.9 17233.1 17232 .0 R 2  Ol12i 1102 .

5797.2 17244.9 17245.0

5795.0 17251.5 17249.9 R 1 100027 120027 7

5793.0 17257.4 17261.8 R 1  022027 200027"

5790.4 17265.2 17264.3 17264.2 17264.2 R 1  00002- 100027 3

5785.2 17280.7 17280.1 17280.1 RI 000027 100027

5782.4 17289.1 17289.4 17289 .3 R I  01102 i1102 1

5779.6 17297.5
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%

% Band Heads of the A-X System of B02 (Cont'd.)

Present Fried- Upper Lower
XairA Work Snowden Johns Mathews Branch Level Level

9vac cm -1  (*B1 0 )

5777.6 17303.4 17302.8

5776.0 17308.2 17307.3

5773.6 17315.4 17315.9

5768.8 17329.8

5767.4 17334.3 17334.1 17334.1 R 2  000027 020021

5766.4 17337.1 17336.9 17336.8 17336.9 R1  020027 120027

5765.4 17339.9 17341.0 R 2  020021 040021

5764.7 17343.9 17342.0 17343.7 R 2  022021 122021

5761.6 17351.5 17348.7

5759.5 17357.8

5756.5 17366.9 17367.4

5754.1 17374.0

5750.1 17386.2 17385.4

5746.1 17398.3 17398.6

5744.1 17404.4

5742.9 17408.0 17407.0

5739.7 17417.7 17414.4

5734.9 17432.3 17431.2

5732.0 17441.1

5729.3 17449.3 17452.2

5724.9 17462.7

5723.7 17466.4

5722.5 17470.1
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Band Heads of the A-X System of B02 (Cont'd.)

Present Fried- Upper Lower
Xair ,A Work Snowden Johns Mathews Branch Level Level

5vac cm-1 (*B1 0 )

5720.5 17476.2 17479.1 
*..

5717.1 17486.4

5715.8 17490.5 17492.9 .

5712.6 17500.4

5710.1 17507.9

5709.4 17510.1 17510.1 17510.5 R1  000027 02 0 0'-,,

5705.9 17520.8 "

5695.1 17553.9

5688.4 17574.8 17573.2 RI 01102. 03102.

5683.2 17590.9

5681.6 17595.8 17597.5 17597.2 R 0002- 022

5672.4 17624.2

5672.0 17625.6

5668.7 17635.8 I

5663.6 17651.7 17650.3 17650.3 R 02002- 04002--

5660.2 17662. 5 R2  02202- p-424 2  
"

5658.7 17666.9 1

5653.4 17683.4

5648.8 17698.0 17698.5

5645.0 17709.9

5633.6 17745 7 17742.7 R2  020C;2  042( ,

5620.4 17787.4 17786.4

5604.0 17839.5
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Band Heads of the A-X System of BO2 (Cont'd.)

Present Fried- Upper Lower
Xair ,A Work Snowden Johns Mathews Branch Level Level

vvac cm (*BIO)

5554.0 18000.1

5550.8 18010.4 18012.6 R1  040027 200027

5548.0 18019.5

5536.8 18056.1 R2  04002 -T 12002 :

5529.6 18079.5
.

5525.4 18093.4 R1  120027, 12202"

5522.9 18101.5 R1  04002 7 014202 .5522.

5517.8 18118.1 R I  02002- 02202- 

5516.5 18122.3 R2  02002 100027

5514.0 18130.6

5508.4 18149.1 18146.9 R 2  04202 .00-

5505.2 18158.6 18158.9 18159.1 RI  120027 200027

5503.6 18164.9 18166.4 18166.4

5500.2 18176.1 R2  12002 7 200027

5499.0 18180.2 R2  02202- 02002-

5497.5 18185.1 18183.5 R1  020027 10002 Z

5491.1 18206.2 18209.2 R2  03102- 031027

5489.1 18212.9 18211.9 Ri 03102 , 03102"

5486.7 18220.8 R2  100020

5485.9 18223.5 18226.1

5484.3 18232.1 18229.0 R2  042027 1 -7

5483.8 18230.6 R1  04002 1200? -

5432. 1 18236.0 Rl 04202 0,202
... '.:
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Band Heads of the A-X System of BO2 (Cont'd.)

Present Fried- Upper Lower
Xair, Work Snowden Johns Mathews Branch Level Level

5vac cm- I  (*BlO)

5479.5 18244.8 18242.6 R2  04002- 04002T,

5478.1 18249.6 R 1  120027 042021.

5477.7 18250.8 18251.8 R 1  2000271 20002.

5476.7 18254.1 18255.4 18255.0

5474.7 18260.8 18259.8 18259.9 R2  020021 020021

5474.4 18261.8 R 1  022027 022027

5472.7 18267.5 18265.8 18268.0

5471.5 18271.5 18273.5 18273.5 18273.5 R 2  00002 o002z

5469.1 18279.5 18282.5 18282.0

5467.5 18284.8 18284.8 R 1  10002 100021

J464.7 18294.2 18294.9 18294.9 00002-1 000027-

5460.3 18308.9 18309.5 18309.5 R 2  0i102 2  o110 2 
_

5457.0 18320.0 18320.6 18320.6 18320.6 R1  0000 2 - 00002 -

5453.8 18330.8 18332.0 18332.0 R2  03102 03102 ,

5450.6 18341.5 18342.0 18342.2 RI* 000022 00002-

5450.4 18342.3 R1  20002.- 04202- -

5447.4 18352.3 18353.4 18353.4 R I  0110 2  0 01 102

5445.9 18357.3"

5443.4 18365.8 18365. 3 R 0 04202 1200271

5441.0 18373.9 18375.8 18375.8 RI* 0110 2  01102

5439.8 18378. 1 12202 7 12002 7'

5437 .5 18385 .7 18385.6 R2  01102 10 2

536 .6 18388.8 183?0.8 18390.8 R 1  010 2  0110271

" °100



, Band Heads of the A-X System of B0 2 (Cont'd.)

Present Fried- Upper Lower
Xair,A Work Snowden Johns Mathews Branch Level Level

vac cm-i (*BlO)

5429.8 18411.8 18410.1 18410.2 R2* 01102Z 011 02Z

5428.2 18417.2 18415.5 18415.4 RI* Ol102z 01102-

5425.0 18428.1 18430.1 18430.2 18430.0 R 1  020021 022021

5421.0 18441.7 18442.7 18442.6 18442.6 R2  02202 022021

5418.5 18450.2

5417.8 18452.5

5416.1 18458.4

5412.9 18469.3 18469.3 18469.4 R 2* 022027 02202.1

5412.6 18470.2 R1  20002.1 120027

5411.3 18474.7

5408.9 18482.9 18483.6

5407.2 18488.7 18488.6 QR 12  01102E 0110 2 -

5406.5 18491.1 18491.8 18491.7 R2  03302. 033021

5404.1 18499.3 18500.4 18500.4 SR2 1  0110 27- 01102

5400.1 18513.0 18513.4 18513.4 R1  03102 031021

5398.5 18518.5

5397.3 18522.8 R2  020027 022021

5394.5 18532.3 18530.9

5391.0 18544.4 R1  0400271 04002-

5390.0 18547.8 R2  042027 04202.

5384.2 18567.7 18567.8

5382.6 18573.1 R1  02202 ()2002-

5372.0 18609.9

0 1
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Band Heads of the A-X System of B02 Cont'd.)

Present Fried- Upper Lower

airA Work Snowden Johns Mathews Branch Level Level
vvac cm- I  (*BI0)

5365.4 18632.8

5362.1 18644.4 R2  040027, 04202. 1

5353.2 18675.2 18678.8 R1  042021 04002"

5348.5 18691.8 R1  1 2002, 04 002, J.

5322.2 18784.0 R1  200027 04002X 7

5259.2 19009.0 19011.8 R1  040027 022027"

5245.9 19057.2 ,

5244.0 19064.2 R2  042027 02002.1

5239.9 19079.0 19075.4 19076.9 Rl 04002- 1000 2-

5231.0 19111.5
5229.0 19118.8 19118.9 19118.9 R2  02202- 000027

5222.2 19143.7 19145.9 19146.3 R1  04202-- 022027

5221.5 19157.3 19157.3 R I  12002- 022027

5217.4 19161.3 19161.1 R2  040027 02002

5213.8 19174.6 19173.1 19173.0

5207.3 19198.5 19198.8 19198.8 19198.9 R2  02002- 00002H

5204.9 19207.3 19205.8 03102- 01102:

5203.6 19212.2 R1  04202 100 0 2

5201.7 19219.2 19218.9 19219.9

5200.1 19225.1 19224.4 RI  12002- 10002: 7,

5198.3 19231.7 19237.2 R2 02002- 00002-

5196.1 19239.9 19239.8 1923Q.8 1K2 0 ., R I  02002.° n0002-,

5194.2 iq246 .9
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Band Heads of the A-X System of B02 (Cont'd.)

Present Fried- Upper Lower
lairA Work Snowden Johns Mathews Branch Level Level

vac cm' (*BI 0 )

5192.9 19251.7 19251.0 19252.5 R I  200021 022021

5192.1 19254.7 19254.5

5188.9 19266.6

5185.6 19278.8 19279.2 19279.1 RI  12202, 02202,

5184.9 19281.3 R 2  000127 00012[V

5183.5 19286.6 19286.6 R2  EII02z 1 2z

5182.4 19290.7 19290.3 19290.2 RI  11102,T 111027

5180.8 19296.7 19297.0 19296.9 R2  10002:1 000027:

5177. 3 19309.7

5176.0 19314.6 19316.4 19316.9 R 1  200027 100027

5173.4 19324.2 R1  040027 02002-

5172.8 19326.5 19328.0 19328.4 R 2  042027 01

5170.3 19335.8 19335.8 R2* 10002: 00002 "

5168.8 19341.5 19341.4 19341.3 R 1  10002- 000027

5166.3 19350.8 19351.6 19351.6 R 2  11102, 01102,2

* 5163.9 19359.8

5162.3 19365.8 19365.8 R2  120027 02002-

5159.9 19374.8 19377.8 19377.8 RI* 10002- 000027

• 5157.5 19383.9 19383.1 19383.2 19383.2 R1  022027 00002-

5155.9 19389.9 19388.4 19388.4

5154.9 19393. 5 R1  1112i 011 02.-

5151.1 19407.9 19409.8

5149.4 19414.4
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Band Heads of the A-X System of B02 (Cont'd.)

Present Fried- Upper Lower
xair,A Work Snowden Johns Mathews Branch Level Level

Uva cm1 (*B10 )

5147.6 19421.0 19424.7 R2  040 02 H 022021

5145.4 19429.4 19427.5 19427.6 R2  11102E 0110 2
7

5144.6 19432.4 19432.4 R1  111021 O1102z

5142.2 19441.5

5139.8 19450.6 19449.1

5137.4 19459.7 19457.0 19456.9 19458.1 R 1  042027 020027,

5136.7 19462.3 19463.0

5134.4 19471.1 R 1  120027 020027

5134.2 19471.8 19471.4 19471.3 R2* 11102- 0110 2 :

1102 01025133.1 19475.9 19475.9 R1  ii 01o 2 -

5132.6 19477.9

5129.4 19490.0 19485.8

5127.8 19496.1 19496.4 19496.4 R2  12202- 022027

5124.5 19508.7 19507.5 19506.0

5118.7 19530.9 19530.9 0 R1 2  11102 01102 --"

5116.3 19539.9

5115.6 19543.0 19543.0 * 12202- 02202-

5114.9 19545.3 19546.4

5112.5 19554.5 19556 .7 19554.0 --

5110.1 19563.7 19563.7 19563.7 19563.7 RI 200027 )2%021,.

5102.0 19594.7

5095.6 19619.3

5087.8 19649.4
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. Band Heads of the A-X System of BO2 (Cont'd.)

Present Fried- Upper Lower
Xair, Work Snowden Johns Mathews Branch Level Level

4 vac Cm' (*B I 0 )

5085.0 19660.2 19657.1

5068.7 19723.4

5063.5 19743.7

4997.9 20002.8 20004.5 20004.5 R 2  042 021 000 02H-

4993.1 20022.1 20024.5

" 4987.0 20046.6 %

4976.5 20088.9

49744 20097.3 20100.6 20100.6 R2  04002M 00002-

4970.8 20111.9

4965.5 20133.4 20133.8 20133.8 RI  040022 00002-

4963.1 20142.1 20137.3

4961.9 20148.0 ,.

,*, 4959.4 20158.2 R 2* 040027 00'02,

4957.4 20166.3

4955.9 20172.5 R2  122027 000 02 -

4951.8 20189.1 20192.1 R1* 04002- 00 0 0 2
7

4948.9 20200.9

4945.3 20215.6

4942.9 20225.4

4941.3 20232.1 R2 200027 000027-

4939.6 20238.9 5,

-4 )33.9 20262.2 R2  20002- 00002.,

0 12. 3  20268.Q 0268.2 2026 .2 604202 -1j 2  
.

. .. 00 20 - 0 O -
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Band Heads of the A-X System of B02 (Cont'd.)

Present Fried- Upper Lower
lairA Work Snowden Johns Mathews Branch Level Level

Vvac (*B'0)

4929.9 20278.7 20281.0 20281.0 R 1  120 02T, 000027

4925.5 20296.9

2033 000027 00002-
4922.6 20308.8 20313.0 R0

4918.2 20327.0 20332.1 R2  120027 000027

4913.7 20345.6 20344.5

4909.3 20363.8

4906.9 20373.8 20373.8 Rl 20002- 0000 27"

4903.2 20389.2 20390.5 R2* 120027 00002- 3

4901.0 20398.1

4898.7 20407.9 20402.6 R 2  21102 01102:.

4893.5 20429.6 20435.3 RI 12C027 00002-

4891.8 20436.7 RI 12202- j0002-

4891.6 20437 .5 RI 211)2. 01102.,

4887.4 20455.1 0

4883.0 20473.5 20477.4 R2  102: 0 11 2
"

4881.0 20481.7 211021 01-

4791.8 20863.2

4786.5 20886.3

4781.3 20909.0

4775.6 20933.9 0

4766.6 20973.5

4761.8 20994.6

&,58.5 21009.2
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-,. VBand Heads of the A-X System of B02 (Cont'd.)

Present Fried- Upper Lower
lair, Work Snowden Johns Mathews Branch Level Level

"vac cm (*BI0)

4745.1 21068.5

4736.6 21106.3

4734.8 21114.4

4733.3 21121.0

4728.4 21142.9 21147.8 R 2  14002 00002-
'.V.

4722.4 21169.8

4719.5 21182.8 R1  140027 000027

4717.5 21191.8

4715.4 21201.2

4714.2 21206.6

tV4712.6 21213.8

4708.9 21230.5

4706.1 21243.1

4703.3 11255.7 21251.7

4698.8 21276.1 21267.4 R 1  14002-. 000027

4695.9 21289.2 21294.0 R2  22002- 002-

4694.1 21297.5

4692.7 21303.8

4686.6 21331 . 5 21335.0 R I  22002. (002*.-

4678.9 21366.6

4616. 0 21379.8-pl

4671.2 21401.8

.'666.7 21422 4 21421.7
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Band Heads ofteA-XSse of B02 (Contd.

Present Fried- Upper Lower
Xair,X Work Snowden Johns Mathews Branch Level Level

4666.3 21424.4 (80

4661.4 21446.8

4655.7 21473.1

4592.7 21767.6

4589.5 21782.8

4574.4 21854.7

4567.1 21889.6

4563.0 21909.3

4554.9 21948.3

4550.8 21968.0

Z4548.4 21979.6

4541.1 22014.9

4528.5 22076.2

4523.6 22100.1

4520.7 22114.3

1414.2 22146.1

4509.4 22169.7

4504.1 22195.8 22186.1 R 16002-, (-0%

4503.0 22201 .2 RI 16 002: nof

4502.0 22206.2 22203.6 R)0 00nu~n

4-497.2 22229 .8 22 231 .8 R1 2 410~-.-.

4.485.0 22290.3 22284. 2

.481 7 22306. 7
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Band Heads of the A-X System of B02 (Cont'd.)

Present Fried- Upper Lower
~air, ok Sowe on Mathews Branch Level Level

~~vac (*BlO

4478.5 22322.7 22328.6 RI* 24002,1 00002:

4474.4 22343.1

4459.8 22416.3 
'

4451.6 22457.6

-4442.3 22504.6

4436.2 22535. 5

-4411. 8 22660.1

-4349.0 22987.1 R2  00022- o00271

434.122992. 3 R2  01122 o1o

41.523032. 5 Rl 00022: 0000~

0 023034.9 RI 011221 (110 2

4 335.4 23059.5 R222 %if
2

435023061. 5 0I 122- 01:

1 431-4,2 23172.6 R* 022: 7 c 2

4305.9 23217.5 RI* 000227 o~2

4 305.1 23221. 5 R2 26002:7 00002:-

4 302.6 23235.0 R1  26002: 00002-

4173.0 23956.9

4i68.9 23980.5 R2 020 22 7 0000-

-416 5 .0 24002.9

-4162.9 2/4015.0 RI 020,)2 7 
0002

4156.0 24054.8
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Band Heads of the A-X System of B02 (Cont'd.)

Present Fried- Upper Lower
a Ar Work Snowden Johns Mathews Branch Level Level

Vvac CMn (*B10)

4135.1 24176.4 R2 020221 000021

4132.0 24194.6

4129.3 24211.4 RI* 020227 0000271

4003.0 24974.2 24979.4 R2 040227 000027
3997.4 25009.1 Rl 040227 00002-

*3964.8 25214.7 R1* 040227 0000271

WIN
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* ,

Band Heads of the B-X System of BO2

Present Fried- Upper Lower
Aair,A Work Snowden Johns Mathews Branch Level Level

Vvac cm (*BI 0)

4090.4 24440.6 24438.8 2 00002 000021

24439.4 QR 12  00002E 00002-i

24442.6 Q 2* 00002E 00002T,

24443.5 QR 1 2* 00002E 000027,

4081.4 24494.5 24493.7 Q2 01102T 01 2
"

24494.0 QR1 2  01102i 01 102 ,

4080.1 24502.4 .

4070.0 24563.1

4065.0 24593.3 24590.1 R1  00
0027 00002.5

24590.9 RQ2 1  00002- 00002-I

24592.9 Rl* 000o 00 0 02

24593.6 RQ21* 00002 z 000027

_057.) -< 8 24640.8 R+RQ2 1  011027 01102-

o, .I QI O11027 11224,673.1 Q1ol 1 0O

.li
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Appendix E: Laser-Induced Fluorescence Survey Spectra j

The following figures illustrate the background-corrected laser-

induced fluorescence produced in the BCl 3 -seeded flame under the

following conditions:

Mix: CH4/Air/0 2/BCI 3  .21/.65/.12/.017

Pump: 5470.8 A, 7.4 mJ per puls,

Spectrometer Slits: 200 microns

Scans: 500

The laser beam was positioned 3 cm above the burner, i.e.. ipprox-

mately 1 cm above the inner cone, and centered in the flame alon. the

detection axis. The detection volume was 4 mm off-center toward the

laser along the laser beam axis.
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The purpose of this research was to demonstrate the feasibility of %

using laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) of boron oxide radicals in atmos-
pheric-pressure flames. Such a demonstration would provide a useful tool
with which to probe the detailed combustion chemistry of boron fuels,
The radical species sought were B02 and BO, both having spectra in the
visible region of the spectrum. These two species are believed to play C'
critical roles in the boron combustion process.

A CH4 /air/0 2 flame was seeded with BC1 3 producing the green

emission characteristic of boron flames. Unfortunately, it also created
significant quantities of aerosols of solid boric acid from the reaction

of the BC1 3 with water vapor in the air supply. The burner was 1 cm in
diameter and composed of approximately 60 capillary tubes. The burner
could be remotely translated in two directions permitting investigation

of different regions of the flame.

The flame was first probed using standard emission spectroscopy and
exhibited only spectra from B02 and CH. The CH spectra dominated every-
thing in its 0-0 band region, which als is the 0-0 band region of BO.

Next a pulsed dye laser pumped by a Nd:YAG laser was tuned to
absorption bands of either B02 or BO. A strong LIF signal was generated
from the pumping of both the RI and R2 branches of the 0000-000
transitions of the A-X system of B02 . The effect was monitored by
observing the 0000-1000 transition. This is the first known demonstra-
tion of LIF of B02 at atmospheric pressure. No LIF signal was observed

from BO.

Certain regions of the flame exhibited strong Mie scattering due to

the aerosols. These regions also showed preliminary evidence of resonant
Raman scattering although a thorough examination of this effect was not
made due to time limitations.
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